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THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
SCHOOLS OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH
IN SEC ONDA
IMPLICATIONS FOR A PROGRAM OF AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF CANADA
INTRODUCTION

The tuture of any country depends on the quality
people. The quality of the people tomorrow depends
nly on the quality of education provided for young people
today, A country' e moet precious resources are its boys and

girls.
In Canada the outstanding need of education is
eqwlized opportunity for its boys and girls. Virtually
ten distinct systems of education exist In Canada, namely,
the two sections of the system in the Province of Quebec,
Catholic and Protestant, and the systems of the eight other
provinces. Smii1 populations spread over large areas has
often meant unequal oppor%.unittes in cducatton. Diversity

of practice Is Inevitable,
Canada may be regarded in one sense as auntt, the
great northern expanse of British North America. It may be
thought of as an area whiøh has characteristic differences
but n )ess important characteristics in common.
Students in rural areas usually attend small schools.
rule only the larger urban schools have adequate
facilities to present subjects of mçre general appeal and

various extra-curricular activities. Everyone will agree
that one Important underteking must be to give young peopi
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in the country the same advantages. This can be done only
by establishing larger secondary schoole at central points

in rural areas and by providing transportation, md in
some oases, dormitory facilities. The Eduoattonal
Policies Committee of the Cp.nada and Newfoundland Eduoatio

Association recognizes the need for larger administrative
are&a. MThe fled for rural administrative areas larger
tlmn the ohool sctton is universally accepted among
educators. There is difference of opinion only as to how
large the area must be and as to how rapidly the transition
may be effected by democratic trooesaes in the face of
local rejstanoe jealous of narrowly local prerogatives.
In 19Z14 moat provinces reported greater or lena progress
towards the larger local untt"(Ilo, p. 20). There is much
discussion among educators about possible changes of emphasi in teacher training, a1xutnew courses, and about
co-ordination of existing courses.
Among the trends in Canadian education is the grow
trig prestige of vocational education. There appears to be
a demand for direct action in establishing immediate
prmotical utility courses. This tendency undoubtedly haa
been enhanced by the remarkable contribution of technical,
schools, and of emergency classes in the later war effort
in particular. Coupled with this is an increasing demand
for vocational guidance. In several provinces separate

vocational sohools are proposed.

In all, except the

largest oommunitie, the type of school envisioned is
composite school having general education ts its chief ala,
with optional oourse' in aoadento, oo,nmereial, agricultural,
industrial and home economies subjeot. (110, pl.211).
Purpose and Value of the Study:
Agriculture
the most important single industry of
he Canadian people. According to the Canadian Censtis of
1911.1, 25.2 per cent of the total gainfully occupied popu-

lation and 30.5 per cent of the gainfully occupied males
are employed in agriculture. (11.1, p.250-251). Despite the
importance of agriculture, very little vocational agriculture is being presented in Canadian schools. 8everal
regional agriculture schools tire found throughout the
Dominion, and a few more are to be constructed.

However,

it is expected that the majority of rural students will be
reached in the future by composite schools in rural centers,
and that vocational agriculture 111 be offered.
In order to have successful farm operators of tomorrow it Is easentisi. that today's farm youth be adequately
trained. Not only is there an increasing need. for trained
farmers, but there is also an increasing need or workers
in agrlou1tur.1 occupations other than farming. Another
aspect of agricultural education is the contribution
through. Instruction for out-of-school farm youth, and adult
farmers.

Farming is a business and hRB become highly
organized, specialized, and mechanized. Production, management and marketing problems are more complex than fomerly,
and competition is becoming keener each year. Many diverse
and involved factors add to the complex problems of the
farmer, He must be able to form judgments, carefully

evaluate and arrive at rroper conclusions and decisions in
solving problems to meet his situation. The teacher of
vootional agriculture has a responsible and technical job,
and it requires much organization on his part to instruct
the subject.
Little is known in Canada concerning vocational
education in agriculture as it is organtzd and presented
in the secondary schools of the United States, It is felt
that a comprehensive survey revealing the history and development of agricultural education in the United States,
the accepted philosophy, and the ways and means American

educational practices are built upon thie philosophy, wU.l
be of value to Caxadian toachere, administrators, and
community leaere.

The disuson to follow attempts to

make a contribution to that end.
HISTORY OF AGRICULTURAL 1DUCAT ION IN THE UNI?D STATES

The early American farmer labored under handicaps,

and he had little interest in education of any kind. it
was not until near the close of the eighteenth century

that prctical men began to give science any thought so far
it applied to agriculture. With the foratton of agri
cultural societies and fair's there came a new awakened

trterest in agriculture.
Early Agricultural Societies and Faire;
Agricultural societies and fair's were probably the
first organized efforts to improve agriculture. Geo
shington and Benjamin Franklin were members of the first
sOciety for the promotion of agriculture, which was organ.
ized in Philadelphia in 1775. Washington was one of the
bOt technically trained men of his day, and he showd a
greet interest in Agriculture. About the same time a
similar society wee organized in South carolina, which
advocated, among other things, the establishment of the
first experimental farm in the United States. In 1792 the
New York Society for the Promotion of' Agriculture was

organized, foilowed by similar societies in Oonnectiout and
Massachusetts.

An outgrowth of the work of the agricultural
societies and the desire of men to exhibit their impor
tattons of improved types of farm animals from Eu*'ope re
suited in the establishment of faire and exhibits. Mass*

ohueetts had the first fair in

Farmers in Maryland

and Virginia organized the Columbian Agricultural Society

in l&9 to further agriculture by means of fairs.
From the beginning the various State and local
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ricultux'il societies and fair associations hays been
slrong factors in the direot improvement of agrtoultureand
in securing acUtiona1 means for improving the lot of the
8eypral movements of a national nature have had a
7tde..npread influence. Most notable of these are the
ationa1 Grange (Patrons of Husbandry), organized in jg

farmer.

and beootng a nr.tional nooiety in 173, the Farere!
Alliance, the Brothrs of ?reedm, and the Farmers' Ldu.
cational and Cooporative Union.
Many of the societies have been instrumental ifl
aeâurtng national and state aid for the promotion Of agri..

c4turai tnstructton in the schools. In his ?octor
Dtssertatjon, H. M. Kennedy concludes the following: MEarly
American Agricultural Societies patterned their organtza

tton and efforts after those of the

glish and their

most prominent contribution to agricultural progress was
through dissemination of information about improved agri
cultural practices, These efforts were stimulated by a

dere to aid our oounty in escaping uroean eoonomto
domination." (27, p.131).
Pioneer Movements in Agricultural duoatiQni

One of the earliest proposals to provide intruotion
in tgriou1ture was issued by William Smith in 1751. His
plan, providing for the chemist of agriculture, was
carried out more or less fully at Philadelphia Academy
(University- or Pennsylvania). The original prospectus of

King's College (Columbia rJniv'eraity), l7511, mentioned
Husbandry and Commerce, and Agriculture and Merchandize
wee adopted In the following year. Samuel Latham Mitohell,

Lv., held the chair of botany and agriculture in 1792. Àø
a practical farmer he attempted to elucidate and explain
the economy of plants, their affinity to animals, and the
organization, excitability, stimuli, life diseases, and
death of both classes of beings. (37, p.5).
Probably the first agricu1tur1, industrial and
technical school that did actual work in North America was
the Gardinez' Lyceum, established at Gardiner, Maine, in

l2l.

In l23, and from l25 to ig3i, the atate legislature

appropriated one thousand dollars from the state treaeur,
This marks probably the first øtate grant for agricultural
education in the United States. The enrolment was one
hundred and twenty by 125, and the school continued with
varying success until l32, when it had to be closed because
of lack of public support.
The schools at New Harmony, Indiana, established

agriculture and other industrial work in an educational way
for pupils of elementary and secondary school age, in 1925.
This was part of the socialistic movement known as the
0New Harmony Movement" under the direction of Willism
Maclure. Maclure placed, the schools in charge of Joseph

Neef, whom he hRd brought to introduce Peatalozzi's method
of teohing. He provided ample dormitories, books, museums,

shops, experimental plots, and other facilities. Because
of religious intolerance on all sides, the experiment was
short-lived.
A pioneer movement In agrioultui]. education was
the Oneida Manual Labor Institute, conducted by George
Washington Gale from l27 to 3J311, whtoh included instruo-

tion in carpentry and agriculture.
Early in the last century, sporadic attempts were
made to introduce regular Instruction in agriculture as a
part of the school curriculum, as at tiununer Academy,
Newberr3r, Mass., l24.; Derby, Conn., l2k; The Farm School,
Thompson's Island, Boston, l33; Teachers' Seminary,

Andover, Mass., l3; The Peoples' College, Montour Falls,
N.Y., 1g53; 7estfie1d (Ilass.) Academy, l56; Powers
Institute, Bernardeton, Mass., l57; and Buasey Institute,
Mass., l7O. Most of these attempts were more or less
futile, but their experience was valuable to later esta
lishments. With the establishment of a chair ot agri
cultural chemistry and vegetable and animal physiology at
the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale, In
woit of
rcognized scientific merit was Inaugurated.
Land-Grant College Movement:

Historically the movement for agricultural education
in the United States dates back to the Eighteenth Century
when the associations for the promotion of agriculture
began to be formed. There were no agricultural colleges tn

America before the middle of the last century. In 1792,
Oo1umbi University followed by Harvard and Yale, under
took to provide for instruction in agriculture, mainly 3n

response to the agitation of the agricultur1 societies.
The fiz'st brmal effort made in the United States to
present the claims of agricultural education to a legie..
lature wss crotbly made by the Philadelphia Society for the
promotion of agriculture, connecting with it the eduoation
of youth, in the knowledge of the most important art.
(17, p.6). This committee made a report offering several
alternative propositions for promoting agricultural
education.

During the second quarter of the last century there
sprang up a new interest in agricultural instruction.
There came to Congress a stream of requests, petitions aM
memorials asking for grants of 1ad and money for educa
tional or for tharttablo purposes. Agricultural societies
began to recommend the eetabliement of agr1ltural
schools end in lIi.6 a committee of Congree was appointed
to consider the problem. States became interested, and
in 17 a committee of the New 1or legislature recommended
the establishment of a school in the State to teach agri.-.
oulture and mechanical rte,

In ig5o Michigan petitioned,

Congress for funds to establish an agrcultura1 school,
''rhiCh was seconded by I1linoi

in 15l.

In 157 Justin Smith Morrill introduced his first
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bill into the National Congress. This authorized the
establishment of colleges in 11 the states, and for their
maintenance provided 20,000 acres of public lands for
each member of Congres.

It in interesting to note the trend of arguments
offered by Mr. Merrill before Congres In the year j5g,
X. L. Kandel of the Carnegie Foundation in reviewing

oongreaiona1 records cites the following points:
"Mr. Merrill began his address by reminding the
Rouse of the literal bombardment of petitions
it had undergone on this eub4jeot from the various
states, 'North and South,' state sootet tee,
country societies, and individuals. Hardly a
day bad passed since the beginning of the session
that had been without some petition in favor of
this bill. 'All direct enoourageent to agriculture haø been rigidly withheld,' but 'when
commerce c.es to our doors, ga in its attire
and lavish In its promises, we hand and deliver"
at once our gold. When manufacturer appears, with
a nedy and downcast look, we tender, at worst,
a "compromise".'

"Federal aid in favor of agriculture, Mr. Morrtll

contended, yes imperatively needed. So detective
is the method ofricultural cultivation tht
yeir by year the American soil is becoming poorer
and 'many foreign states support a population
vastly larger per square mile than 'ifS metntatn.1
The one way to overcome this condition, Mr.

Morrill continued, ws to enable each profession
to educate itself. 'It is plainly an indicetton
that education is taking a step In advance when
public sentiment begins to demand that the
f&cultles of young men shall be'ained with some
reference to the vocation to which they are to be
devoted through life.' A ?ystem of agricultural
colleges u1d interfere in no way with the
existing literary colleges." (2l, p.73-75)
The bill was referred to the Rouse Commttee on
Public Lands, which presented an adverse report. Notwith

Ii
standing this, the bill passed. both houøes at the following
session, but was vetoed by President Buchanan. In oeber,
i6i, Mr. Morrill introduced a new 1411 in thteh the
20,000 acres was increased to 30,000. In spite of another
adverse report by the House Committee, the bill passed
both houses ar was approved by president Lincoln, On

July 2, 162, president Lincoln signed the bill which has
been since known as the Merrill Act.
This act provided for Federal id as & stimulus to

State aid in establishing colleges of agriculture
mechanic arts.

Inagrnuoh as the Federal aid given

and
e

the form of grants of public land, the thetituttonseetab..
lished have beooae known as the land-grant colleges.
Agricultural colleges had already been established
in the following States New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
ConnRctiout, and Maryland, before the 1and.grant act was
passed. The Michigan Agricultural College, opened to

students in l57, as the oldest. In other States, notab
Kansas, Iowa, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and New ampahi
departments of agriculture were established in connection
with existing inøtitutions. These departments afterwards
developed into colleges which secured the benefit of the

land-grant act. Such institutions as Harvard, Yale, and
the Univ eretties of Virginia and georgia made some advano.
mont in agriculture as a science beforç the edera1..aided
agrioulturl colleges wore established.
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The f.9.ct

that the Vorrill Act is often apoken of as

the prdeoessor of all other appropriations by. the general
government for education ha? led to considerable glori-

fication of Senator iorrlll,
No sooner had the colleges become established than
3enator Morill and his colleges began a campaign for
additional funds. Their efforts were unsuccessful, ho
ever, until 19O, when the so-called second Morrill Act
was passed. This act provided for each college then
established an additional sum of l5,oO0 for that year and.
an annual increase of that amount thereafter of 31,000
until the annual appropriation should reach 25,0OO for
eoh State. These funds were further supplemented In 19O
by what is known as the Nelson amenent, which provided
for an additional sum of l5,0O0 to be given that year and
additional sums of 5,000 for four succeeding years until
the total appropriatton from the Federal Government would
he 50, 000 each year.
Eatabi 1. chment of Agricultural ftpertmental Stationet
Although many of the States established experiment

stations in oonnctjon with the agricultural colleges, the
grestest impetus wag given this ioyement by the passage of
the Batch Act In
This act provided l5,000 each year
of funds from the sale of public lands toward the estab.'
lishment anc suDport of an Lgricultural experiment station
In each state. Prior to
there had been twenty

l7.
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experiment stations in the United. states, but in that yea
alone, owing to the encouragement of the Hatch Act, twenty".
six new Ones were established.
The Hatch fund was supplemented further in 1906 by
the passage of the Adams Act. This act appropriated an
annual sum of $5,000, with an increase of *2,000 each year
until the total um per year reached *30,000. The franking

privilege was most helpful to the stations in the dietributton of their mail.
Feeling that this was one or the best investments
the Government ever made, the Purnell Act of 1925 further
increased the grant to fifty thousand dollars for 1925-1926
with an additional inOease of ten thousand dollars a year
until 1929-1930 when ninety thousand was reached. The value
of the results that have been derived from these grants is
difficult to estimate. It laid, the baste for teaching
agrtculture in the schoQla, and furnished a wealth of in-.

foatton to the farmer.
The United States Department of Agriculture:
Previous to 139, Congress did not aid agriculture.
George Washington, ae President, favored oongreaiona1 aid
for agriculture, and. so ?econ!mended it, but Congress at

that time did nothing by way of direct aid to the farmer.
In 136 the Patent Commissioner received a considerable
quantity of seeds and plants from representatives of the
Government abroad and distributed them to progres
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farmers in this country. Although this work was begun without authority or financial aid, it led to an appxpriatton
of one thousand dollars, made for such purposes in 19.
The Patent Office soon began collecting and disseminating
statistics and other information as well as seeds. The
work grew in this office until, in 1g62, the same year the
agricultural colleges were established, a separate department ws orgcnized, with a conuniacionez1 of agriculture at

its head. In l9 this department was raised to the first
rank in the executive branch of the Governent, and wa
put under the direction of a Secretary of Agriculture,
Cabinet member.

The Department of Agriculture has bad. a phenomenal

Through direct contact of its corps of trained
specialists, and by extensive correspondence and publi*a.
t2.ons, the department has aided the agricultural oollegea
in the direct education of the people. Tt has done a
great deal to aid the colleges and schools of lower grade
in their problems of instruction, as well as research.
growth.

Eatablihment of Agricultural Extension Work:
Tt became evident in time that a more eomprehenejy

program and a better organized plan for the distribution
of information was essential for reaching the men and women
on the farm. The experiment stations and the Department at
Agriculture had accumulated a great mass of sctentitiø

material pertaining to agriculture, but very little
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diffused. among the people of the land..

arly in the

history of the colleges, however, an effort ws made to
take their information directly to the farmer. Farmers'
institutø developod along with agricultural societies and
fairs. Once again Federal aid was sought and secured in
what is known a the Smith-Lcver' Act. This "AgriculturalExtension Aot,' passed in l9lL, provided co-operative
agricultural extension work between the agricultural
colleges in the states receiving the benefits of the ILorrill
Act of l62, and of acts supplementary ihereto, and the
United States Department of Agriculture. The money was not
to b spent upon resident instruction, bit provided fox'
various means of instruction away from the college.
UFour points in this Act are to be noted: (1) The
Act aids in the diffusion among the people of the United

States of useful and practical Information on subjects
relating to agriculture and, home economics; (2) The SXI*fl.u..

sion wort is to be done in connection with colleges; (3)
Instruction and practical demonstrations in agriculture
and home economics, shall be given 'to persona not attend
ing or resident in said colleges in the several communitjes. It will be found that this provision made possible
a duplication of some work authorized under the Smtth4fughee

Act, the benefits of which are intended only for initruotton
lower than college grade; (14) Cooperation is demanded
between the States, the Colleges and the United. States

Department of Agrloulture.
At the beginning,
appropriated, a. total ot

(214., pl52)

l0,O0O for each State was

40,0OO.

This sum was to increase

year by year until an annual appropriation of *14.1,000,000

Is divided aaong the States In the
proportion that rural populations bear to the entire rural
was reached.

This sum

population of the country.

The States must meet

the Federal

approDriation dollar for dollar.

Trained, professional agricultural extenders in the
Extension Service, maintained by the States in cooperation
with the Federal Government, go out from nearly three
thousand different county offices,
day by dey.

to forward agriculture,

About three hundred counties have club agents,

paid leaders of 14-H clubs ('Heart-Read-Hand-HeajthJ for
boys iid girls.

It has been the experienoe of many exten-

elon workers in agrIculture and home economics that time

and ronoy were more

effectively spent upon boys and girls

than upon mature farmers and their wives.

In many cases

it was found to be easier to raoh the fathers and nothers
through the boys and girls; hence the boys' and gtr1s
club movement and other fotas of extension work a*ong young

people have been given an increasing anount of attention.
Early Demands for Agricultural Education In the
Schools:

The demand that agriculture be taught in the public
schøole was a radically new movement in education at the
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beginning of the twentieth century. It was a live problem
in which both the farmer and the educator were seriously

interested, and it was one whose eolutio oonoerned them
both,

Two different methods wore proposed for meeting the
new educational demand in the secondary schools. One method

proposed a separate system of echools for country people,
to be known as agricultural high sohools, farm schools,

etc., in which agriculture for boys and domestic science
for girls should be the leading subjects taught. The other
method proposed a single system of secondary schools for
both the country and the city. This latter method pro.

posed that the high ohool be expanded In personnel,
equipment, and oouraes., so as to Nmtntster to the natural

interests of their environment, whatever they may be,
agrioultur'al, mechanical, commercial, library, and what
riot.0 In order that they be able to meet the educational
needs of their communities, and evolving into true secondary
sohoo1, it was proposed that the ungraded echools in the
thinly populated country districts should be condensed into
larger and stronger' units, (11, p.21)
Special schools were advocated for youth who had to
put in the sununer months In work on the farms. These
schools would be open ror five or six months of the year in
the daytime, and would furnish Industrial, bIng an

agricultural training. It was explained that in øuch
schools the applications of general education to vocational
work could be made only by men who knew the vocations.

In auch a system of separate schools a special tax
would have to be raised to support them, as the revenues
of the time were insufficient for the needs. Persons saw
the tax as a combined community and state endeavor, with
one half raised by the community served, and one half pro-

vided in the shape of a state grant when uthortzed by
Commission on Vocational

duoation. (9, p.10)

Eaz'ly Legislation in the Establishment of Schools o
Agrieu1ture:
During the period from 1900 to 1917, many of the
states started to develop state programs. These programs

varied in different ways, bit were usually centered around.
a school established, for the teaching of agriculture. The
legislature of many states provided for the establishment
of county agricultural and training scoo1s to be maintained jointly by the county and state.

The first state to organize a tate school for the
teaching of agriculture was Minnesota. The school was
in connection with the Agricultural bThge
organized in l

at the State University. Nebraska and California also
established state schools.
The states of Georgia, Alab.ma and Virginia provided
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separate agriculturl schools known as Congressional Agri...
culture Schools. In the state of Georgia QflO school was
established in each congressional listriot. Each locality

furnished at least 200 acres of land, all of the buildings,
livestock and equipment.

The state appropriation was
6,000 per year for each school. The state of Georgia re

ceived 3,011.14 acres of land and cash donations of $1170,000

to help its eleven schools to qualify for the appropriation,
Schools which were very much like the congressional

agricultural schools of Georgia were organized in the state
of Oklahoma, Inth
state they were called Judicial
District Schools. Each school had to provide not lesø than
eighty acres of land.
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Mississippi organized
County Agricultural Schools. Wisconsin Laws in 1901 pro'

vided that the state would pay to the county maintaining a
school of agriculture a sum equal to one-half the amount
actually expanded for instruction during the preceding
year; provided, the amount given to one county did not
exseed 2, 500. The law was later amended so as to pay two
thirds of the salary, not to exceed ,00O to any one
aouflty. At le&st three acres of land had to be provided

for faru practice.
Agricultural departments were established in various
high schools of Massachusetts, New lork and Louisiana.
Massachusetts witnessed in 190 the origin of the home
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establish separate schoole for the various industries and
occupations of life.
X greatly prefer that theory of social arid indus"
trial development whioh would establish and maintain a
single system of schools ierein the people of all clasee
should be educated together, distinct courses being fremed

and conducted for the benefit of each insofar as the
interests differ from those of the common mass or of other
professions." (11, p.3)
Reasons for Dean Daenport's preference are briefly
as follows:
Every man ought to be educated in an atmosphere

not espeoially prepared for him and his own kind, but
in an atmosphere and. art environment muoh broader than

his own interests. If demooratio institutions are to
be preserved, and if people are to labor together in
peace and understanding, all classes must be educated
in an atmo6phere at least as liberal and as broad as
all the interests of arty single community can make it.
Separate schools lose more in breadth than they gain
in directness, and can never rank in real service to
that other type which rntnisters to many and gains
dtrectness by its distinctly separate courses.
To segregate any class of people from the common

mass, and to educate it by itself and solely with
reference to its own affairs, is to make it narrower
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and more bigoted generation by generation.

It is to

substitute training for education and to breed distrust
and. hatred in the body politic. lCnowledge is necessary
to a Just aprecjatjon of other people and their pro
feesions and mode of life; with this only can a man
respect his on calling as he ought and love his
neighbor as he should.

We Cannot segregate and make an

educational cleavage at the line of occupations except
to the common peril,
3.

It is true that an individual should be educated

through and to a large extent by means of hie environ.
ment, because that is the compass of his own experience;
but it we educate him within h&a environment, we dwarf
him in the process, and we do not truly educate him.
In these days of untversal education we must
teach what the world needs to know for all its essential
activities, and we must so conduct our schools as not
to greatly disturb the economic or social balance of
things; so conduct them that the overflow from one
000upstion or class shall be naturally compensated by
a corresonding inflow of equally desirable individuals
from others - all of whioh is necessary if universal
education I.e to be an unmixed blessing.

Secondary schools devoted solely to agriculture
would of necessity cover so much territory as to re
quire the students to board and room away from home.
1.
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for students of the high school age is unthinkable.
ery boy and every girl in the early and middle Hteene
should sleep every night under the father's roof, and
this can be if a community establishes a single school
capable of catering to all its needs.
The problem of secondary education is very largely
the problem of the fourteen-year..old, and we sho
8

never rest easy tiflery fater'e boy and girl may go
to the nearest high school, and there find instruction
not only in agriculture but in the other industries
and orofesatons which concern the community, and after

hvtng lived the day in an atmosphere broader than
their own studies go home again at night to dream of
what a great thing the world is and to wake with an
intelligent appreoiatton of the place in it which they
propose to occupy.

If fazners and lawyers and editors and engineers
and artists and, merchants are educated separately
they will either hate or despise each other., or both;
if they are educated together, each will acquire,
besides proficiency in his own line, a sympathy for
others that comes so easily with that pertial know.
ledge and acquaintance through daily association in
the school age, and that oome with so much diffiou].ty In any other way.
Agriculture not only needs contact with other
5.

interests, but they need contact with agriculture.
Some portion ar the training of every individual
should be industrial, even manual, and another portion
of the training of every individual should be dis
tinotly mental, until habits of thought are formed
quite independent of material activity. For these
reseons, which are fundamental, Industry should not be
separate from any of our schools.
agriculture.
To establish separate schools
to injure the development of existing high schools.

These high schools like all others, have the natural
right to minister to their constituency; but if agriculture is to be put off into a separate system of
sohool8 just because the high schools have not yet
taught the subject, then it will be easy, later on,
cleave off another Industrial lIoe, and again anotbr
until the remnant that remains will be suited to no
bodyts need, unworthy alike of the school and the
community it was established to serve; and instead of
an organized-system of effective education we shall
have an incongruous medley of separate and independent

schools, each serving its little clientele In a narrow
way

tthout much regard to the public good

all of

which is against the true spirit of universal education.
Separate schools in agriculture will check the
extension of high øchoole into country communities.

If the interests are not divided it is entirely poesl.ble for any community, without going beyond driving

limite, to throw all its energies into a school of
secondary grade and make it capable of truly retleetin

all Its varied interests.
it is unnecessary to found separate schools in
order that agriculture shall be taught, and well
taught. We are living in an age whióh recognizes thai
the highest purpose in education I. to get ready
live; that real education is active, not passive;
and that its fruitage is eerw,ice, not personal gratification. if the schools have not yet solved all the
problems and taught all the subjects the people need,

it is no sign that they cannot or that they will
not, and they should. be given the chance. Al). the
modern secondary school needs In order to serve u
perfeotly Is men and money, and time to learn how.
The American high school Is a form of secondary
9.
education that has arisen, or more properly speaking
is arising, to meet this new demand for universal
education. Agriculture, and industrial education

generally, have found their true place In the univer.
sities. The next step i that they should find their
true place in our secondary schools, where, after
all, our attempt at universal education will render
its greatest service. (11, p.1-22)

Previous to the Vocational. duoation Act of 1917,
there wag a surprising amount of a?t&vity in agricultural
teaching, both in elementary and secondary schools in
many states. twenty-three states nade grants in aid tG

high schools for the teaching of agriculture. In addition,
agriculture was taught in some high schools of 16 other
states. In approximately four-fifths of the state, agri..
culture was taught in the high schools before 1917.
Previous to that date the teaching or agriculture in high
schools had begun in sU at the states of the Nortb Central
Region and. in nearlyal1 thee tate of the North Atlantic
and Southern Regions. (39, p.607-699)
Dr. . Davenport, Dean of the College of Agriculture,

University of Illinois, expressed, his opinion in 1907 on
the place of agriculture n the American system of educa
tion.
As I see it, every high school that has a natural
agricultural constituency of any considerable importance
should put in a department of agriculture on the same
basis as its department of chemistry, and proceed to offer
at least one year of real technical. agriculture taught
from the standpoint of the farm, accompanied by such

collateral. instruction in the arts' and sciences as shall
provide a suitable course for such of its pupi.s as find
their interesta in the country anc on the tarm.N (U, p.l)
"The new ideal is that education should be for
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something instead of fitting for nothing, and this ideal
will previtl among a praotical people like ourselves.
Educators can take hold of this natural bent for ptottoal
activity and cultivate it until as a people we shall be
both efftoient and oultivated. It they do not do this the
ticienoy will develop by Itself nd we shall all come
of our highest possibilities.
The new demand upon the sohoole Is that they should

not only picture life as it was In the pet, but also as it
is now; thet they should assist the student in understanding
modern life Into which he must plunge, and whose respons1.
b1litIe he must shortly assume. The student feels the

right to demand that soe portion o his educational career
and some part of his 'school curriculum should be devoted to
making application of the wisdom of the ancients and the
philosophy of life to the conditione of modern existence.
In other words, that a system of universal education shall

universally educate, not in art without Industry; not In
Industry without art, but In both art and industry so
joined as to make possible the highest civilization and
the greatest development of which the human race Is capable.
To this end may agriculture, like every other form of use
ful activity, find its place in our existing system of
education, and may that place be one that comports with the
importance of the profession, the mode of living of Its
followers, and the philosophy of life on which our great

social struoture rests; for after al, the greatest
in the world is to live a full and erfeot life.
(11, p.19.20)
Edwin G. Colley, in a epeeoh to the Commercial Club
of Chicago in 1912, stated that the demands on school
eductton were increasing with the advancing development of
society. The rapid transition of the people from country

life to city life, the development of the industries and
commercial activities, and the transformation of the social
body due to these changes had noreased the demands upon
young people, and therefore upon the school. Cooley
thought vooational high schools should supplement secondary
schools.
in the Report of the United States Bureau of Educa
tion for 1911, the numb?r of ohildren of school age s
estimated at 25,016,501. Of these 17,13,52, or 71.3 per
Oent, were enrolled in the public lementary and secondary

schools, about 5 per cent in the econdary schools, and
about 2 per cent in the higher tns'titution of learning.
About one half of these children left school, pre.sumably at fourteen years of age when compulsory attendance

ended, or over, before finishing tle sixth grade. About
one thtra entered the eighth grade. It was becoming
apparent that the schools were not reaching, ma sattefactory way, about two thirds of those enrolled. To assist
thts neglected two thirds in preparing for life's problems

some further effort had to be made. (9, p.1-15)

III.

TH

FEDERAL VO(ATIONAL EDUCATION LAW

In the early stages of the development of the modern
movement for vocational education some educators advocated

an entirely separate system of administration for vocational
education, totally distinct and apart from the then existing
form of general academic education. The state of tsoongtn
created a separate State board for Industrial education in
1911, with provisions for separat 1ocI. boards nd separate
taxation for vocational education. Their system was
developed after a thorough study had been made of the
German system of educetion, Massachusetts appointed Its.
corn ieXon on Industrial and Technical Education in 1905.
#The advocates of vocational education were not in agreement
among themselves on the point of the desirability of sepa-

rate state and local boards. Al]. this resulted in a bitter
controversy which probably did more to clarify the principles, objectives and methods of vocational education than
any other Bingle thing.' (3I., p.0)
Tn accordance with the recommendation of the Commie.-

slon on National Aid to Vocational liduoation, Congress
enacted the Federal Vocational Education Law, known as the
9mith-Hughe Act, in February, 1917. The House and Senate
passed the Act less than two months before the entrance of

the United States into the First Great War.

it was a

peculiarly opportune moment since there was a need. of
industrially trained, men aM women, and also & want of
facilities for training men and women vocationally. it was
an achievement toward univereal education.

During the first two years of its existence remark.
able progress was made by the Federal Board in stimulating
every state of the union to a new interest and activity
with regard to secondary vocational education. State
organizations were effected with amazing promptness, ppo-

visions made for teacher-training, and actual courses
started over all the country. By January 1, l9l, afl the
forty-eight states accepted the Smith-Hughes Act, either by
specific provisions of the legislatures, or by authority of
the governors.
Some of the states had already established the work
in their schools, and other states were preparing to
institute schools of vocational agriculture. As a result,
there was a rapid growth in departments of agriculture in
high øohools when Federal funds became available.

During

the first year in which such funds were available (l9l),
609 vocational agricu itural schools were reimbursed from
Federal funds. A steady growth in total enro].ments in

vocational agriculture persisted until l92 when a number
of departments of vocational agriculture closed because of
the Second World War. In l9l4.11942 there were 9,059 allday departments. The enrolmenta of classes for that fiscal

year were as foUows All-day, 332, 939; Day-Unit, 7,701;
Young Faiier, 1i9,977; Adult azeer, ?li1-,52; and the total
of these classes was 605,099 persona.
One of the significant developments was the recogni-

tion on the part of agricultural education leaders and
teachers of the fact that good teaching procedure is as
important in carrying on part-time and evening school
classes as in conducting all-day classes. The importance
of programe of vocational education in agriculture for outof-school young men and adult far,ners was realized by
tho8e Persons and groups responsible for the development
and motivation of vocational education. The 5mtth.Rughee
Act mentioned specifically, among other things, that
educition was 1.ntended for those who have entered upon...,
the work of the farm.
Up to World War II, very little had been done as
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far as the need for adult educ3tion in agriculture was concerned. A definite proof that farmers Will enroll in
adult courses in agriculture, if gIven what they want, the
way they want it, and where they want it taught, was shown
in the number of curses offered and the number of pereon
enrolled in the Food Production War' Training Program during
World War 11. SpecIal funds were made available for an
eanded program in adult education. "From the beginning
of this program in December, l94O, to the close of the
program in 19115, there were a total of approximately

200,000 courses conducted in approximately 15,000 rural
cotmnunittes, with ,5OO,000 pereons enrolled. This wie ifl

aditton to the

936,0l persons enrolled in adult classes

for the same period, reimbursed from Smith-Hughes end
George-Deen funds. (, p.651k)
The Vocational Education Law, while creating a

separate board for Federal oontrol of vocettonal education,

leaves it entirely to the states to designate the present
State Board of ?duoatton, or any other state board audi ae
S separate Board for Vocational Education, to take charge
at vooational education. In order to secure the appropz'1.atione provided for in the Smith-Hughes Act each state was
required, through its legislative authority, to accept the
act and to designate or create a state board for vocational
education consisting of not less than three members vested
with the necessary power to co-operate with the Fedoral.
Board for Vocational duoation in the administration of
the Federal program.
With reference to State Vocational Education Plans,

the following regulations are specified in the Smith-Hughes
Act:

That in order to secure the benefits of the
appropri8tior provided for in sections two, three, and
four of this Act, any State shall, through the legislative
authority thereof, accept the provisions of this Act and
designate or create a State board,, consisting of not less
Sec. 5:

than three members and having all necessary power to
co-operate, as herein provided, with the Federal Board for
Vocational Education, in the administration of the provisions

of this Act.
Sec. g: That in order to secure the benefits of the

appropriations for any purpose specified in this act, the
State board shall prepare plans, sJiowing the kinds of vooa
tional education for which it is proposed that the appropriation shall be used; the kinds ci' schools and equipment;
ooures of study; methods of instruction; qualifications of
teachers; and, in the case of agricultural subjects, the
qualifications of supervisors or directors; plans for the
training of teachers; and, in the case of agricultural
ub3ecta, plane for the upervisionof agricultural education as provided for in section ten. Such plans shall be
submitted by the State board to the Federal Board for
Vocational Education and if the Federal board finds the
same to be in conformity with the provisions and purposes
of thl.s Act, the same shall be approved. The 8tate board
shall make an annw'.l report to the Federal board for
Vocational Education, on or before September first of eaoh
year, on the iork done In the state and the receipts aid
expenditures of money under the provisions of this Act.

The requirement th&t each state suitt plans for each fiscal
year for approval by the Federal board was modified so that
beginning July 1, 1922, a state may submit a plan with a

request for a five-year period Instead of one.
Sec. 9: That the appropriation for the salarIes of
teacher's, supervisors1 or directors of agricultural sub.

jects and of teachers of tde end industrial subjeots
shall be devoted exclusively to the payment of salaries of
such teachers, supervisors, or directors having the minimum
qualifice.tions set up for the state by the state board,
with the approval of the Federel Board for Vocational du
cation. The cost of instruction supplementary to
instruction in agricultural and In trade end. industrial
subjects provided for in this Act, nece'sary to build a
well-rounded course of training, shall be borne by the state
and local communities, and no part of the cost thereof shall
be borne out of the appropristt one herein made. The moneys
expended under the provisions of this Act, in 000peration

with the states, for the aslartes of teaohrs, supervisors,
or directors of agricultural subjects or for the salaries
of teachers of trade and lndustr'ial subjects, shall be
conditioned that for each dollar of Federal money eended
for such salaries the state or local community or both,
shall expend an equal amount for such slariea; and tha
appropriations for the training of teachers of vocational
subjects as herein provided, shall be conditioned that such
money be expended for maintenance of such training and that
for each dollar of Feclerel money so expended for maintenance,

the state or local community, or both, shall ezpen an

equal amount for the maintenance of such training.
Sec. 10: That any state noy use the appropriation

or any part thereof allotted to it, under the provisions
of this Act, for the salaries of teachers, supervisors, or
directors of agricultural subjects, either for the salaries
of teachers of such subjects in schools or classes, or for
the salaries of supervisors or directors of such subjects
under a plan of supervision for the state to be set up by
the state board, with the approval of the Federal Board for
Vocational Education. That In order to receive the benefits
of such appropriation for the salaries of teachers, super-s
visors or directors of agricultural subjects, the state
board of any state shall provide tn its plan, for agriou1
tural education that such education shall be that which La
supported and controlled by the rublie; that the controlling purpose of such education shall be to fit for use.
ful employment; that such education shall be of less than
college grade and be designed to meet the needs of persona
over fourteen years of age, who have entered upon or who
are preparing to enter upon, the work of the farn or of the
farm home; that the state or local community, or both, shall
provide the necessary plant and equipment determined upon

by the state board with the approval of the Federal Board
for Vocational Education as the minimum requirement for

such education in sohools and. classes in the state; that
the amount expended for the maintenance of each education
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in any school or class receiving the benefit of suoli appropriation shall be not less annually than the amount fixed
by the gtate board, with the approval of the Federal Board.,
as the minimum for such schools or classes in the state;
tht such schools shall provide for direoted or supervised
practice in agriculture either on a farm provided for by
the school or other farm, for at least six months per year;
that the teachers, supervisors, or directors of agricultural
subjects shall have at least the minimum qualifications
determined for the state by the state board with the approvsl
of the Federal Board for Vocational Education.
Because of the differing social, economic, and
industrial conditions throughout the country it would be
impossible to set up a single uniform plan for the country
as a vhole. Each state is regarded s a unit by the Federal
Board when administering Federal aid. Federal authority to
disapprove State plans doea not imply authority to dictate
or initiate State plans. Xt implies only authority to
determine conditions of reimbursement tmder the Federal Act.
Within one year after the passing of the SmithHughes Act

all the Statee hd accepted all its provisions.
IV.

THE FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The membership of the Federal Board for Vocational
Education, created by the 8mith-Hughes Act, was made up of
the Secretary of Agriculture., the Secretary of Commerce,
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the Secretary of Labor, and the CommIssioner of ducation,
as ex officio members and three citizens representing agri
culture, labor, and manufacture and commerce. The latter
three lay members were appointed by the President, aM Con..
firmed by the Senate, and were to serve for three ye8r terms
on compensation, one member being appointed annually.
The first meeting of the Federal Board was held on
July 21st1 1917, at which time the organization and plane

for oo-oper'atin with the States in the promotion of the
federally aided program of vocational education were die.
cussed. Staff members were selected, and chiefs of service
were appointed for agriculture, industrial duoatXon, home
eoonomios, and research.

In November of the same year, a
special agent was appointed for commercial education to

serve temporarily in the place of the chief of this service.
The Federal Board divided the country into five
regions for convenience and fbr purposes of administration,
inspection and service to the States. The five regions
as follows: 1. North Atlantic, 2. Southern, 3. North
Central, k. West Central, 5. Pacific. An agent for each of
these regions was appointed to represent the Federal Board
in promoting and. organizing the work In agriculture, indus..
trial education and home economics.
The West Central Region was dioontthued in 1920,
leaving four regions consisting of the following Stateei
1. North Atlantio Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,

Uaecaohusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,

Ohio, lRhqde Island, Pennsylvania, Vermont and West

Virginia.
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Loulalana, Miasiseippi, North Carolina, Oklahoziia, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
North Central: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, laneas,
Southern:

kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Mtour, Nebraska, North
Dakota, 5outh Dakota and Wisconsin.
Pacific: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming.

On June 30, 1920, the regional offices were abandoned
and the regional agents were rnovod into the central office
of the Federal Board for Vocational Education in Washington,
D. C.

Among the duties of the agents were: To
with
State Boards for vocational education in setting up prow
grams of agricultural education in secondary schools,
developing plane for agricultural education, and meking
studies and gathering information regarding methods adopted

by the State boards and local schools; to inspect federally
aided progrme to determine whether they were in keeping
'itth the law anO the policies promulgated by the Federal
Board for Vocational Iduoatton; to bold conferences with
representatives of State boards on administrative policies
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and professional activities; to work with State directors
and supervisors

in improving standards in supervision and

teacher training; and to audit State accounts for vocational
education to see if Federal tunds were expended in accord
with the law and the State plans.

In January, 1921,

(39,

p.502)

the regional agents in agricultural

education were assigned special responsibilities for study

and investigation. The regional agents carried on this
flveet.igati.onal work in (a) subject matter and methods of
instruction, (b) supervised farm practice, (c) part-'ttme
and evening schools, arid (d) teacher training. As a result
of these studies, several publications were prepared and
issued, until 1929, when funds provided under the asorge..
Reed Act, permitted the appointment of four special agents
to asume these and other responsibilities.
In 1917 the 8oard held at ashlngton a series
conferences with the State boards of education, and St.a
boards for vocational education. The purpose of the law
was discussed, with, particular reference to the general
principles upon which it is based, and the methods by which
the'35 principles should be put into practioe. Of great
assistance to the States in developing the vocational
education program in compliance with the law was Bu.1etin
No. I of the Federal Board for Vocational Iducation. This
publication wa the result of the conferences and was
titled ttStatoment of Policies for the Atiministration of

Vocational Fducatton." Because of changing conditions and
the development of new problems as a result of experience

in the tie1d.. this 11lettn was revised in 1922, 1926 and
1937,

Another publication authorized by the Federal Board
was Bulletin No, 13, NAgricultural Eduoation Organization
and Admthistratjon, This bulletin discussed in detail the

policies governing the administration of agricultural
education, presented information and suggestions which
could be used in the organization and administration of agri-

cultural schools and classes, and was revised in 1925, 1930
and 1939.

In 1933 the functions of the Federal Board for
Vocational Fduoation were transferred to the United States
Department of the Interior, and during the a.me year the
Secretary of the Interior assigned he Board's functions to
the U. 8. CommissIoner of Education, The Board was made
n advisory instead of an administrative body, its members
erving without compensation, nd its name was changed to
the Federal Advisory Board for Vocations.l 1ducation. The
U, 3. Offio of duoation was transferred to the Federal
Security Agency on July 1, 1939. (39, p.5011.)
V.

OBJEC?XVES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE

An ohjettve may be defined as a goal or aim which
has a basic or fundamental value.
The Arnerloan high school had as its original purpose

1l

the preparation of boys and girls for actte occupational
life, This aim was set forth in the report of the Boston
Committee appointed in 1820 to consider the matter of

establishing such an institution, and again in the first
annusi 'oport of the High School Society of New York City
in 1825.

The aim for active occupational life was soon supe
seded by the college preparatory idea, and the American
high school became largely a college preparatory institution.
(36, p.l.)
A change in the conception of the objective at
secondary education gradually came about. The cardinal

principles of secondary education were set forth in the
Report of the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education in 1918.
"This commission, therefore, regards the following

as the main objectives of education:
(1) Health, (2) conimnd of fundamental prooeeses, (3) worthy
home iiembership, (LI) vocation, (5) citizenship, (6) worthy

use of leisure, (7) ethical character.
"The nRming of the above objeottvei is not intended
to imply that the rocess of education can be divided into
separated fIelds. This cannot be, since the pupil is

indivisible. Nor Is the analysts all Inclusive. Neverthe..
less, we believe that distinguishing and naming these
objectives "dli aid in dIrecting efforts; and
hold that

they should constitute the Drinoipal aims in er1uoation.
(1i4, p.916)

In its 191 report to Congress, the Commission on
National Aid to Vocational ducatton defined vocational
education as follows:
'The Commission recognizes at the outset that the
te 'Tocational education' i emiloyed in current discza-

alon to describe a wide variety of sohoole and training.
For the purrose of this report, however, its use will be
confined to that kind of practical education which most
urgently needs encouragement, namely, that which prepares
boys and girls for useful employment. In thus limiting the
use of the tei in its own work, the commission disclaims
all intention of attempting to define the scope of vooa

tional education as a whole, or of restricting its meaning
for ordinary usage. It is clearly recognized not only that
a stronger vocational element is needed in general edoation, but that no vocational chor1 is worthy the name
which fails to give a considerable amount of genera?
education along with special preparation for a vocation.

The puzoae of rstricttng the tern in this report is entirely that of securing clearness in the presentation of
the findings and recommendations of the commission.
the reasons hereinafter given, the commission

is strongly of the opinion that the kind of vocational
education which is most needed at the present time is that

which is designed to prepare 7iorkers for the mor common
occupations in which the gre.t mase of Our pOp1O find

Vocational training to be most effective
and thoroughgoing, should be restricted t persons over
1H. years of age who have laid the foundation of a general
education in the elementary school. eeause of the kinds
of woxtera to be reached and the character of instruction
to be given, this vocational education should be of less
than college grade.0..what we need now is practical education
of secondary grade to reach the great body of our workers."
(35, p.16)
In advocating the passage of the Vocational Education
Bill to Congress, $enator Hudd1eton epreaa ed the thciughta
of the Congressmen, pertaining to the puroee of eduetion:
Vocationai education may aim to give not merely the
iiediate technique, skill, knowledge, and insight necessary,
but also to give the general Intelligence, the ideals and
appreciations of civic situations, and the physical 'ho1esomeness which will insure, a far as practicable, growth
in productive capacity, satisfaction in work, and the
capacity to develop and maintain good social relations wit
useful employment.

other producers, whether fellow workers, employees, employers, or consumers. Though vocational ducatton an. liberal
education may have essentially different aims they mutually
re-enforce each other. Any division of orianized knowledge

or skill may be made an end either of vocational or of

liberal etud.
"The vocational education that I contend fez' is that
which fits the youth of the land to 2nake its way in the
world, that teachea horse sense and, good judgement as
applied, to the business of earning a living. Such training
should produce better mochanias, better kept homes, better
farmers, and more fruitful fields. By it the working-man
will increase his output and. must be secured in a larger
wage and shorter hours of labor for a day's work. By it
yield of the farm will be enhanced so that the cost of
living tll be reduced, farm dwellings, more of the comforts

of life, rural life made more attrotive, and the farming
population increased

1

College Agrl.oulture%

It is reasonable to assume that, in its early
development, the teaching of agriculture ws of an elemen
tary nature as it developed in the college. The development

of much of the agricultural instruction in the agricultural
colleges could be classed as secondary school agriculture
College short
courses, organized shortly before 1900 or shortly there
when judged by present day standards.

after, had for their objective, training of students to
produce, more effectively and thereby increase total agricultural production.
Congressional Record, Vol. 511, Part 1, 611.th Congress,
2nd Session, 1916-1917, page 723.

Many

coilegee of agriculture began to dj'ide their

r'k into many narrow fields of ep'ctalizatien. Thie led
to much coztroversy among college educatore concerning
objectives. One group championed narrow specialization,

which placed them in a position of having the training of
specialtets in narrow subject matter fields as their
objective, although they claimed mind training would result.
Another group believed that college students should not
apee&alize In narrow technical fi,eld..s but should have their
minds trained through stud7 of the basic solenees and teob
nology Insofar a It would contribute to the attainment of
that objective and no further. (27, p.23)
Dean Bailey of Cornell published a book in 1908,
which he attempted to show proper relationships between
the state and the farmer. In his book there is a plea to
do something more for the faruer than to aid him increase
pro duo tion

much as we have learned, all the great fundamental
problems of rational agriculture are yet unsolved, and many
of them are not even explored. Great as our lack is in
NAS

these directions, it is perhaps even greater in the social
and co-operative lines; the great country problems are now
human rather than technically agricultural." (1, p.69-70)
"The work of the agricultural institutions has been
directed chiefly to increase productiveness of the land to
make the farm earn more money. The agricultural colleges,

example, have properly laid their emphasIs on this line
teching; but in so doing they baY? contributed to the
maintenance of agricultural isolation. To mare the farm
more productive must continue to be the primary effort of
these and similar institutions; but the time has now come
when the colleges and all public agricultural agencies muet
join in the effort to improve and extend the social welfare
of the people who live on the land. The farmer is a member
of the cotnmunity. (1, p.112)
'}Aost of all the countryman needs tntelleotual horizen. He needs to have a real personal sympathy with the
natural objects in his environment. He needs the nature
study outlook. Whether a man wants much or little extraneous
entertainment or whether the country satisfies his ideals,
depends on his attitude of mind." (1, p.173)
Dean SaIley'e point of view was that the prime
function of the college course is neither to make farmers,
nor to train experts for the colleges and experiment
stations, but to educate men and women through country life
subjects. This v3.ew makes the training of the mind the
entra1 objective.
L W. Stimson, Agent for Agricultural Education in
Masseohusetta, reported to the Office of Edtzcation, In 1912,
the methods used in that State and the reasons why' they pro.
ceeded thus. "Not general and deferred values, but Yalues
local, individual and immediate are our aim." "'re must

get our general principles clearly into the minds of the
bays,

But we gust chow them, after they have mastered

these general principles, that we can apply our teachings
through our prectical and progressive instructors to the
particular conditions as they exist on the individual home
farms of the boys themselves." fL3, p.31)
In a text published in 1919, ttrnson wrote more
specittoally what ho expected vocational education to do for
the learner; 9The larger educational efforts of the instructor should be directed toc'ard training his boy,
merely in finding the naked rules by which their project
work must be governed, but also in discovering the practical
xperience or the laws of nature which lie back of them.
That is to say, he hou1d aim to possess his pupils of

rules, not as 'rules of thumb', but as rules of reason.
Good l'arm management depends upon good julgment, upon

reasoning power, not on ability to find good. rules so much
as on ability to make them. (3, p.65)
The objective of th.ts education was to teach the boy
in such a way that he will learn how to think clearly and
correctly, reason to correct conclusions. Objectives came
more and more to center in problems how to think, training
the mind or producing cultured human beings, depending upon

the basic philosophy of the particular leader.
The various National vocational education acts state
that the controlling purose of oationa1 education shall

be to fit for useful ernploymcnt, and that the agricultural
education haIl he of less than college gra.e and be
designed to meet the needs of persons over fourteen years
of age w have entered or are Prepartng to enter upon the
rk of the farn. Many of the state pisne for the period
1917 to 1922 followed swgestions of the Federal Board for
Vocational Education, and dealt largely with mechanics of
those things to be offered and meohnica1 organizations of

administrative set-ups, rather than with reasons for
offering thts type of education.
H. W.

ennedy made a study of vocational education

agriculture for his doctorate at Columbia University,
where he reviewed State plans, and contacted teachers of
vocational agriculture, teacher trainers and state aupei'
visors. Kennedy found very little change in the statement
of purposes for State plans of the 1922..27 period. Some
etates set elaborate rules to keep vocational phases of
rk separate from other subjects in high schools. The
plans for 1927 to 1932 did not vary much from the outline
given in publications of the Federal Board. Part of the
teachers contacted felt that their programs were limited by
Federal law, pl.ns and state plans no that their class ork
must be limited to narrow vocational phases of the wart.
In most instances, they felt that a broader contribution
should be made and that ther could do this through the
medium of the ?.P',A. Among the teacher trainers there were
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many who believed that programs of vocational education in

agriculture should make definite contributions to attaintent
of aims of general education outside the vocational one.
One teacher trainer would add citizenship, and give more
emphasis to guidanoe in work with farm boys.

Besides vooa-

tional efficiency, citizenship was considered important.
In his dissertation, kennedy wrote: "There is a
tendency for teacher trainers in agricultural education to
take a broader view of objectives of secondary education in
agriculture than th state supervisors of vocational eduoa..
tion in agriculture. This seems to be due to the fact that
state supervisors are in more direct contact with the
limitations set by Federal Acts furnishing subsidies for
this education. In addition state plans for l9372 show
evidence that practive is on a scale mar's narrowly vocational
than the thinking of state supervisors. In ether words,
the state programs of vocational education in agriculture
are definitely circumscribed by provisions of Federal laws.
"Another thought that comes from the analysis of
statements rroa state supervisors and state extension
directors is that they are after much the same objectives.
In many instances the two programs center their efforts on
the same objectives, In most oases the objectives of insproving living standards is mentioned as being the most
important one in each program. If there is not close
co-operatton between the workers each will be operating a

program that parallels the othere.

(27, p.71)
Zn 1929 the Federal Board for Vocational Education
met with a committee of the American Vocational Association
on training objectives in vocational education in agriculture.
The final report was published by the Federal Board. for
Vocational Educatton in 1931. The publication was reviewed,
and suggestions were made ooncerning its revision, by a
committee of leaders in vocational education in agriculture,
appointed by the United States Office of Education and
approved by the American Vocational Association. The re
vised edition was published in 19140.
Because vocational education in agriculture is

recognized and developed as a definite part of the pzgraa
of public education, a statement of the alms and. objectives
of this phase of vocational education must be in harmony
ith and support the general objectives and philosophy of
the whole public school education. The bulletin of the
Federal Board for Vocational Education lists four aims of
education that relate to the tundnmental activities of
pre8ent-.day life. They are:
1. To develop the individuality as completely as possible.
The individual should understand his capacitlee,
limitations, and abilities and his relationship to
other individuals., home and society. He must be con'
cerned about his vocation, business affairs, and personal development. He needs to be aided in acquiring

deel.rable personal qualities and characteristics. In
his struggle for nuocsstul acoomplishznent he mist

cultivate all of his desirable native qualities.
To promote personal..grottp relationships with emphast

upon home and family life as fundamental tothe intUvidual's growth and to the public welfare. mdividuals and groups living in a Bociety are dependent
upon the family for group relatiOflsbipt3e

The farm

family is intimately connected with its inean of
livelihood; hence the farm home has peculiar signifi.'.
canoe for success in farming. Certain problems of the
farm are frequently problems also of the borne, the
community, government, and other social inatitutione.
?o make individuals and groups responsive to the needs
of other individuals and groups, of communities, of,
governments, and of other desirable social agencies.
Individuals in a society must be concerned with the

welfare of others in the solution of their own problems. Social life is essential to the development of
the individual, of the home, of vocations, and of

life's interests in general. There are many social
problems in a constantly changing and progressive
society. Individuals and groups have great responst-.

bilityin the determination of the dtreotton of that
change.
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To train present and prospective workers for proflotency
in their respective fields. The individual must be pre..
pared for such proficiency at work as in keeping with
accepted etridard.s of the efficiency of workers and.
must also be responsive to the progressive advancement
of such standards. This fourth aim implies oontinuouø

systematic instruction to dovelop abilities that are
needed by the individual for such proficiency. It
makes necessary complete programs of vocational educa-

tion fqr youth, in and out of school, and alao for
adults. (i.5, p.1-2)
Consideration must be given to these aims since they
constitute fundamental areas of a well rounded eduoation,
and affect the development of the vocational *rker. As
the fourth aiw applies specifically to the development of
proficiency in farming, it constitutes the primary coieea'n
of the program of v'ooational education in agrioulture.
The accepted aim of vocational education in agri-

culture is to train present and prospective farmers for
proficiency in farming. 'The attainment of this aim ineludes making a beginning and advancing in farm occupations

and involves training in the production of agricultural
commodities, with its constantly enlarging demand for th
use of machinery and mechanical devices; training in the
protection of animals and plants against pests and di
eases; training in activities involved in the marketing of
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farm products; and training in the prooeduros of farm
management nd agricultural finance. It in1ves an under..
standing of the problems growing out of farm production and
exchange of farm products, whether on a local, State,
National, or international basiø.
"The attainment of this aim also includes the sigmif icant relationship of the farm to the farm home, as well as
responsibility in civic nd public welfare and 000perative
effort for the common good. It embraces instruction in the
interdependence of farming and industries closely related
to farm and home, as well as the relationships of farming

as a bualneas to other industrial pursuits. It requires
training in leadership and a willingness to follow con.atructive leadership." (145, p.1-2)
This comprehensive report presents six major objec-

tivee, and their contributory objectives. The major
objectives are to develop effective ability to;
Make a beginning and advance in farming.

Produce farm eommoditiea etfioientl.
Maet farm products avantageously.
Conserve sot]. and other natural resources,
Manage a farm business.
Maintain a favorable environment.
The development of abilitl.es in agriculture depends
upon real situations on the farm Where the learner has

a part in selection and evaluatiofl of information, in
drawing inferences, in making decisions, in formulating
and exeouting plans, and in evaluating outcomes, be develope
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these abilities. These different abilities are definitely.
needed by persons with tern jobs, activities, and probleme,
For these reasons it is important that the course of study

by titreotly related to the supervised or directed faxing
programs of the individuals. In terms of abilities, the
statement of the objectives in vocational education in
agriculture hag important bearings upon t1e scope and
organization of the instructional program. The above report
may be credited with causing many tatee to alter thetr
emphasis in vocational agriculture.
In 1933 Iowa State Qollege developed a statement oX

objectives fox' agriculture. Thy attempt to clarify the
place of the college of agriculture in this ole picture.
The study has had a marked influence on all, agricultural
education in Iowa, and some outside of the State. The work
concludes cith what we should strive for in the profession
of agriculture. The objectives are not so much for the

organized efforts in agricultural education, but are those
for the profession. The following were accepted unanimous
by the faoulty To obtain;
A. Recognition of the interdependence of rural and
urban interests.
.
D.

A favorable economic environment.
fticient management and production methods,

Effective group action through organization.
A satisfaotory soolal environment and standard

of living.
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Adequate rural educational opportunities.
(26, p.11)
Other studies have tended to deal largely with methode
rather than with objectives. The work of Davis (12) of
Tennessee, was limited to a study of the means by which Ithe
vocational level of the Negro population could be raised.
Hoskins (25, p.1-290) study and findings were made along
narrow vocational lines in New York, and his objeotivee
resemble what are commonly aooepted as steps In the atta
ment of objectives, Re concludes that three sets of objeotives are needed: guidance, training and placement.
Kennedy concluded in his Doctor's Dissertation:
"Objectives of agricultural education should be to teach

individuals at any level of learning, through stukr of tool
subjects, basic sciences and agricultural problems, to
think clearly and to come to satisfactory ooncluetorza when
faced with any o the following type problems;
Economic:

Purchasing
Production
Marketing

Physical health
Mental health
Primary Group Relationships: Pamily relationships
Primary group octa1
Relationshipe
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Secondary Social and CiviC Relationships:
Coritaota of sooja1 groups with each other
Government problems, local, state and nations
The above recommendations naturally lead to the
inclusion of niethod. as a part of objectives and it is the

author's firm belief that many of our difficulties have been
due to efforts to keep these two phases of educational effort
separated. They also load to the conclusion that objectives
are the se for all education excepting the choice of
subject matter in the field of vocations. Thus, whatever
the field in which one is working, his real problem is In
the field f methods and desirable objeotive mean little
unless methods used are such as to accomplish the desired
results." (27, p.131)
Many other studies have been made by individual

oolleges and by divisions within colleges, but the results
are available as objectives without any of the reasons given
as to why they are accepted. (27, p.15) In most cases they
have been the result of committee studies, and have not
necessarily been based upon research work.

Much remains to

be done in research and in the field of training for
research. To assure that vocational agriculture will make
its maximum contribution to the public welfare, it will be
necessary to organize and conduct the work at all times In
the light of the best information obtainable regarding
objectives and methods.
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Most states that have set definite objectives for
their work in vocational education in agriculture on the
secondary level have accepted the recommendations of the
report of the Committee of the American Vocational Aseocia..

tion, or have interpreted the statements o the Bmith-.Rughes
Law conoerning methods as being objectives.
Vt

BUPERVXS1D FAF*ING

A supervised farming program is expected of every

enrolled student of vocational agriculture. The Smiths.
Hughes law provides that a supervised praçtice program shall
be carried for at least six months a year. Through the
supervised practice program students receive training that
will prepare them for the business of farming.
Historical Development:

In the early years of agricultural education in
secondary schools the idea of projects on the student's home
farm evolved, and received the name of "home project" in
Massachusetts in 1908. The term "projeot was used by B.

Stimson, father of eupervted farming, to designate a unit
of farm production studied at the school and carried out by
the boys at their homes under school supervision.
5upervtsed. practice has changed considerably in type
and form since the passage of the 3mithHughea Act in 1917.
For some years students usually lied a progras whioh con.

elated. of a single enterprise, and this was frequently

eferred to as a Pproject,M Teachers of vocational agriculture soon realized that to be most effective the programs
of activities conducted on the home farms must be continuous
and broadened in scope. Broadened programs were evolved
which provided experiences on the home farms in addition to
those connected with the conventional nproject.0 These
experienoa aid. the student In solving marty farm problems

under real...lite situations, acquiring many skills and the
developmen of many desirable abilities, appreciations,
and ideals.
Objectives:

One of the major objectives of vocational agriculture
o develop effeetive ability to make a beginning and
advance in farming.

Through the program of supervised.

farming the student has an opportunity to accumulate capital, liveatook, teed, and become established in farming,
To be better farmers in the community the students need to
develop many operative and managerial abilities, form
udgments through purposeful thinking, study and make
decisions whioh will solve problems eeential to their farming program. 3uoh training will give them the opportunity
to become better farmers, When properly conducted supervised farming programs are very beneficial to all-day
students, young farmers and adult farmere as well as to the
community in general.

rt recent yez'e the term "project" has become

reoognied as a unit in the individual's farming program.
The term H supervised tarming is iore appropriate and Coa
prehensive than the terms Thome projects" and 'supervised
farm practice" which were used during the earlier years of
vocational agriculture.
The major objectives of oational egrioulture must
be kept in mind when determining the objectives and values
of a student's supervised farming program. The Vocational
Division of the US. Office of Fduestion listed a number

of these values in its BulletIn 225, "DirectIng Vocational
Agricultz'e Day-School Student a in Developing Their ?arming
Programs." Some of the more Important objectives and values
of programs In supervised farming are:
1.

To provide for the development of abilities needed for
proficiency in farming of the type in whloh the boy Is.
likely to engage, through a broad supervised farmIng
program started earlr in the school year and inyo.lvtng
the uae of a large number of approved practices.
To provide an avenue to satisfactory progressive estab.
lishment in farming.
To develop abilities to earn oney, save and use wisely.
To provide desirable motivation to the student and
develop Interest in farming.

To develop originality, pride of ownership, Initiatt?,
self-confidence and managerIal responsibility including
farm mechanics activities,

To provide opportunity to contribute to desirable farmfamily living.
To develop desirable habit formations, understandings,

appreciations, ideals, abilities and attitudes through
challenging true-to-life situations.
To provide opportunity for the learner to plan his work,
make budgets, use financial agreements, review 1.nformatton, form jud:sHents, evaluate, make deciatone, solve
problems, put his plans into aetton and keep accurate
records.
expand t: far ing program
To develop the abil
each year.
10. To provide opportunity tocontribute to the improvement
of the home-farm business.

To provide desirable relationships with the parent and
son which may result in tatbr-son partnerships.
To contribute to improvement of farming in the oomsnunity.

To contribute to desirable rlattoehips between the
school, the home and the community.
To develop teacher-parent-eon understanding and

co-operative relationships.
To develop opportunity for funotionalized instruction
based on individual needs, interests and abilities of
students, thus rnaking the farming programs the core of
the instruction.
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To provide a bts for evaluating the effectivenes, of
the instruction,

To develop abilities in co-operation, (, p.279-2O)

Indeed, carefully selected and planned programs of
supervised farming provide a rich source of experiences
for persons who are eeeking to become proficient in farming1
Use as Bagie for Instruotion:

Two of the most significant developments in the
evolution of vocational education in agriculture have been
the broadened concept of supervised farming, which

includes

many experiences in the type of farming in which the individual. is likely to engage, and the interrelating of instruction
with supervised farming. (13, p.ti9)

Today teachers of vocational agriculture realize
that supervised farming programs, related information and
activities should be used as a basis for instruction.
Previous to 1917 the courses of studyere commonly organized
round textbooks.

A course can become academic in nature

f it Is based on subject matter which will not be used,

and consequently will be of little practical value and

motivation to the students. The interest of students lies
in the development of needed skills and abilities through
experiences, studying,

evaluating and making decisions,

which will help them in solving true-to-life problems
which they can and

will use in the immedIate future in

connection with their farming programs.
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As supervised tariuing programs were selected and
built up more and more around individual boys, and farms,
as a means of advancement into tull.time farming, the old

lines and divisions between course units and instruction
from year to year began to fade out. Bowever, there was a
tendency among some Instructors to persist in the oonven
ti.onal and traditional subject matter classification, and
to divide courses and class instruction by year's, in a way
that was not closely in line with the more flexible 1ong
time continuation project programs that were being
developed. (21, p.1.10)
In the traditional type of course organization each
year is devoted to a different phase of instruction. P'or
example, one year may be devoted to crops and soils,
another year to livestock, one year to farm management, and
a fourth year to marketing. The segregation of farm enter..
prises into different years was typical in. 1917, This kid
of course organization was caflod a vertical organization.
With continuation projects, and. long-ttme programs
of supervised farm practice becoming more common, there was

an increasing difficulty in maintaining a close relationship
between supervised farm practice and class instruction. A
student with a dairy project extending over fbur years
would get dairy instruction during only one year, under the
vertical organization, whereas he would have need for
Instruotion over the entire four year period, particular

at the times when it could help him make

decisions and

solve speciflo problems arising in connection with his
supervised farm practice.

A plan was adopted which ws

known as the horizontal or oross..seotiori organization,

type of organization provides for the

distribution of the

Jobs or problems in an entorprise throughout two or more
years of instruction.

"Some pioneer work on this new method

of organization was done in New Hampshire, Kentucky

Minnesota, Louisiana, Virginia, and Oregon." (39, p.61k)
Besides meeting the many needs of individual
students, the long.-tthe supervised farming programs of the
students include the major farm enterprises in the eom.
munity.

There is a ned for instruction

on some jobs and

problems in these enterprises each year throughout his a1l
day instruction,

and even after be is

established in

farming.

As stated by G. P. Deyoe

(1k, p.6I465)

sectional plan provides for flexibility

the cross-

in meeting students

needs and interest, as these are associated with the
program of supervised farming and other .otivities in

vocational agriculture. It permits a gradation and distribution of course materials in keeping with successive
levels of understanding &s each boy gains maturity and
experience.

It makes possible the

organization of activi.

ties which approximates a farm.as-a-whole approach to the

study of agriculture from the start. Presumably, by
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learning to farm the wy that proficient farmers farm, the
boy gains an integrated understanding of the complex inter.

relationhjps of the activities in a well'planned farm
buaines.
.932 and 1933, the Teacher Training Department at
Oregon State College prepared suggested cross-section

course outlines illustrating methods of distributing and
integrating course materials and. student activities over the
years, in relating to continuing snd eanding long-time
project programs. These outlines took into account the
immediate and progressive needs of boys in project enter
prises, the maturity and experience of students, and the
difficulty of the problems, It was discovered that conaiderable undesirable duplication and repetition of instru
tion from year to year was resulting in the field from, the
ross-section type of course organization and teaching.
a was partly due to the fact that some of the teachers
e making the distribution too muoh on the erterprtse
information basis, rather thari on the basis of developing
problems and student activities as they naturally grew out
of the continuing farm and project programs from year to
year.

Consequently, attention more recently has been given
to methods of distributing instruction among enterprises
and other course units by years en the basis of farm and
project problems and actiflttea, thus avoLding undesirable

repetition of information.

A modified oross.seotional plan is being used. by
some teachers, Tinder this organization, a phase of Instruc...
tion such as livetoøk or field crops is used as a eentra].
emphasis, along with selected unite or Jobs or problems
from other phases of instruction needed in the current year.
There are varied reasons for the use of this plan. Teachers
who have used the traditional plan or course organization

may have difficulty in using a strictly cores-sectional
procedure. Many teachers beltey. that careful planning of
teaching unite of instruction is important, and that more
effective planning can be done in the case of class or
group instruction, than were a large amount of purely
individualized instruotion is used. uThere are many
individual problems whioh are common to a group of students
which under proper course organization and teaching can h

effectively taught to the group as a whole and still meet
individual needs. (, p.152) The inexperienced teacher

often finds the strict erase-sectional plan difficult to
follow at first, and they are able to do a mare effective
job through the modified plan.
*Vocatlonaj agricultural education should lead to
establishment in Xarming. The young man may develop

sufficient ability and skill to become established as a
good hired man on a farm. Re may accumulate enough capital
from his productive enterprises to become established as a

renter or' as a partner in a farm business. Through further
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training he may improve his status so that he may take
ac3ditionalteps toward eetablt.hment on a farm which finally
he may own. Farm practice is an important part of the total
instructional program in vocational agriculture. uprvtsed
farm praotioe is a means of helping members of classes 0

vocational agriculture to develop skills and abilities for
farming beyond those which they already possess. Such

skills and abilities should be those essential for meeting
the problems of the student on his borne farm, or on 'the
farm where be is to receive training. Supervised farm
practice for the young man either in school or out of school,
should help him to accumulate capital for establishment in
farming and should prepare him to operate and. manage a
farm." 31, p.3)
Types of Projecta
To lev&Lop instruction around the etudent1s farming

program it is essential that the projects be selected. during
the first part of the school year. The students should
develop an understanding of the objectives of vocational
agriculture and the broad program of supervised tarmthg
soon after the opening of school. The planning of long...
tine farming programs should begin following this baste
instruction. In this way the student can mate a thorough
study of each job or problem and determine what approves

practices he should use in carrying out each project or
3upplementary farm practice just prior to performing th.
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job on the farm. "To learn what to do, when to d.c I.
how to do it corriectly.t$ ( p339)
For the most worth-while and practical eupeisod
farming program, the student should diversity his activities
in line with the farming types and Pnterpr1se in the
community and his specific interest and needs. Although

only one project is needed to fulfill requirements as far
as the National Vocational Acts are concerned, Educators in
vocational education in agriculture realize that eompre.
hensiveprograina are more practical aM beneficial to the
student. A comprehensive program will include production
proj ots, improvement projects, eLpplenentary farm practices,
and placement for farm experience.
Production Projects:
Production projects, formerly called "productive
enterprise projects" or "ownership projects," is a business
venture for experience and profit involving a series of
fai',u jobs usually covering a period of tine represented by
a production cycle of a farm enterprise. uoh projects
are owned in full or in part by the boy and i.e controlled
by him. ie receives all the net. income if he owns it in
full. The projects may continue for one oyle, or may
continue over a period of years and thereby become a longtime project.
Production projects are sometimes classified, into
projeota.,U "minor p2'ojeets, or "contributory

projects." A major project is a production project which
normally ytlds the major income in a student's farming
program. This is one of the more important types of projcte in the farming program. A minor project is a production project which ordinarily provides a relatively
small portion of this income, but which may be fitted into
the program so as to utilize and balance labor more effec...
tively and yield a quick cash return on a small investment.
A contributory project is a production project which provides products such as feedor other roducta utilized for
the major or minor projects.
Since the major production projects are the baste
of the student's farming program, it is very important that
careful selection be given to such projects. In some
instances the student may find it necessary to start with
minor or oontributory projects. ewever, ,bo should get a
major project started as soon as possible.
Improvement Proj sets:

Improvement projects involve a series of relaed
jobs designed to improve the appearance and real eetat
value of the farm and the efficiency of the fare butnea
as a whole, and which contribute to the comfort or convontnce of the farm family. The student baa no ownership
in an improvement project, and it usually provide a no
direct income to him, but it furnishes a basis for vitalized
instruction by learning through exterience. Improvement
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projots may result in more Income to the farm family since
they may consist of actvIttcs which &prove several enter'prises, such as keeping and using farm accounts, or eatab-.
balanced fertility program for the farm. Im.
provement projects in detrying have become popular In many

states due to the importance of this enterprise, and also
because many day students select dairy heifers as production
projects which require two or more years before they become
productive. An Improvement project is made up of series

of related activities may be similar to those in a produc-.
tive project. If the student had some ownership in them, a
number of these would become production projects.
Supplementary Projects:
Supplementary farm practices are small farm jobs

undertaken by the student for additional eerienoe, skill
and efficiency lying outsIde of those jobs already included
in the student's production or Improvement projects. They
provide for the development of individual ability to do
numerous specific approved practices which would not other-

wise be included In the boy'a supervted fanning progr'am.
A supplementary farm practice uRually consists of a single
job, whereas an Improvement project consists of several

closely related jobs or aetivitIe. An improvement project
ay require several weeks or even a year or more whereas

a suppl netar3' fa

protice is completed In a relatively

short tir'ie. A mentioned in Vocational Bulletin 225 of the
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United 3tates Office of Education NRoutine chores or any
other job thet a student ha done before or that he do

rithout niasteing a n'w practice is not a supplementary
farm practice.
Placement for Farm Experience:

Placemont for farm experience refers to locating on
a farm a student who is lokthg in experience. 1t is
ended primarily for students not living on farms but
interstod in securing farm experience and developing farm
ing programs, and for students hoae home farm facilities,
are inadequate from the standpoint of type or opportunity.
The instructor should meke sure that suitable faoilitiee
and opportunities are available or the student to develop
the desired e.b&lities. Re must alea see that co-operative
relationships are established between the employer, the
parents and the etti nt and a definite understanding ac to
the agreement for wages, nature of ork, training and
opportunities for eveloptng a comprehensive program
supervised farming.
Group Projects:

In recnt years there b.e been an increased interest
in group projects. Group projects should be considered as
an irportant type of cupervisedfarining, in s.ddttlon to
the individual farming programs. In organizing group pro...
jects certain relationthips can be developed to advantage
with the local chapter of Future Farmers of America. For
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example, e.ch local chapter in its yearly program of ork
usually includes activities in co-operation, community
service, and earning money.

Borne groups purchase feeds and

fertilIzers for individual projects, or fora co.-opertivee.
The project should. be sufficiently broad, to b challenging,
but it should not be so large as to beooie burdensome and
recuire n undue 'riount of la,r for eitbr 3tudeflts or
teachers. Through group projects, observations, d.emonatra.

tions, and various oth-r ictivtties related to the project
can be redIly arranged for class groups. In certain cases,
group projects taay demonstrate the value of enterprises

new to a given region. It Is often a means whereby the
people in the community c.n become more familiar with the
work in vocatIonl agriculture. A number of ?.F,. Chapters
have sponsored chaptrr projects in livestock, rtd thue
furnish opportunity for the developient of desirable
breeding stock for the members and for the community.
Lang-time Projects:
Continuation projects, or long-time projects, are
planned. to continue over a period of years. Through longtime projects significant oerztrtbutions ro established. in
farming thrugh the accumulation of money, foundation
animals, ind other types of assets. Besides having learned

a great deal through experience, the sttdent is ivell on
his way toward establishment In forming. Not only is the
formulitton of plans for the school years ahead desirable,

but some long-tie planning should extend iflto the postschool period, Significant factors which should be
suggestive to teachers in their efforts to guide boys in
the selection of long-time programs of supervised farming
are the boy's interest in vocational agriculture, co-opera.tion by parents, the interest and Intluenc of the teacher,
the influence of the F.F.A., the fact that the father owns
the farm, the opportunity to make money, the influence of
parents, and home-farm oondition,
p.9t..-9g)
Long-time farming programs usually begin on a small

scale and expand each year through the continuation of
certain enterprises, and the addition of new projects and.
supplementary farm practices, Such progra must be
suffiotently flejbje to provide fr needed changes and
addttion as the program continues.
Any long-time supervised farming program should

provide for satisfactory business arrangements, including
those with parents, financial parttoitat&on and omp1ete
management of the projects by the student,

't is

important
that the proper analyjs and interpretatIon of the reoor4e

and resultø be determined for decisions, adjustments, and
the future good of the program. To assure success in the
mechanical phases of the farming programs adequate ezpez'.
tence in farm mechanic activities is needed.
The Teacher and L1i Responsibility:

To a large degree, the responsibility for the success

or failure of the supervised farming program depends on the
teacher. Re has several steps or principles to follow in

The first basic principle for him to follow is to formulate arid write out the
developing comprehensive programs.

objectives and goals he hopes the program to achieve. These
objectives should be stated in terms of the development of

student abilities, and the ultimate goals of establishment
in farming. Incorporated in the objectives should be the
approved practices to be stressed and efficiency factor8 to
be achieved. These should be determined as a result of
surveys, home visits, and student conferences. The teacher
must develop understandings with all persons concerned with

the student's program, assist parents and students in
selecting suitable projects and activities, planning pro
cedures to follow, approve practices to adopt and carefully
supervise the programs. "It is the instructor's responel-.
bility to counsel with students desiring to enroll in
vocational agriculture. H0 should give the students as much
guidance as possible before they enroll in the coue to
make sure that the instruction will best fit their needs
and that suitable facilities and opportunit
can be
provided for satisfactory supervised farming programs.
(, p.309) The teacher should have an understanding of how

to create interest, get students started with satisfactory
programs, and to supervise them effectively. For the
teacher who does not have these understandings most state.

7)i

offer opportunities for professional improvement through

in-service trainthg, conferences, field trips, reading,
workshops, and graduate courses offered during the school
year, or during short summer sesions.
Seleotten of a Good-fartntng Program:
The organization of a good program of supervised
study will depend upon the understanding and oo..operation
of students, parents, and the teacher. The students In
a beginning class in vocational agriculture should become
acquainted with the plan of growing into farming," and
have some conception of what comprises a broad program.
The interest of the students may be enhanced by
various methods of motivation. Discussion of what they

ned to be able todo in becoming tanners is an interestarousing technique. Other methods are emphasizing the
possibilities of makirg some money through the development
of a good program, discussing ways a well selected rogra

will aid in the establishment in farming, indicating possible ways the program will contribute to the improvement of
the home..farm business, and to improved living on the fa
and discussing the various types of projects. By such
methods the students come to realize that supervised farming
provides an opportunity for them to achieve objectives of
importance.

Frequently it is a ohllenge to the student, and his
parents to have certain standards which will serve as goals.
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The local chapter of F.E'IA. may set goals in its progrsa of
work.

For exple, one chapter set as its first goal in

the dairy section to have one hundred percent of enterprise
herds average 350 pounds Butterfat. The second goal was
to have one hundred peroent of the animals tested for
Tuberculosis and Bang's Disease. The third and fourth goals
respectively, were establish two more dairy teams of
record stock, and obtainmambership in local artificial
insemination aesoojation. A miritinta number of projects per
boy may also he set as a goal by a F.F.A. chapter. The
goals cet should be high enough to be challenging, but not
so high as to be discouraging.
Use of Former Student Records:

Exceedingly valuable to the beginning student are
the records of the supervised farming programs of fornier
etudente. By analyzing accurate records the student ill
have revealed to him such important items as size of pro

ject, kind of project, goels reached, production, labor
ised, seed used, expeneee, receipts, rent, project agreement,
method of financing, and approved practices followed.
Use of Home-farm Surveys

To intelligently select activities for a progrea
supervised terming the student should make a survey and
analyze carefully the needs end facilities of him home farm.
This survey may be comprehensive covering afl activities

or it may be divided into several unit surveys covering
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essential items on the farm, farm mechanics activities, n
the various farm enterprises with their activities. 7
carefully analyzing this information, the student, with
co-operation of his parents and teacher, should be able to
derive a program of suprviaed farmiig which is in keeping

with the total situation that exists,
Parental Co-operation:

Parental oo..operatjon Xe iportant in the selection
of programs or supervised farming. Both the mother and
father should be consulted in discussions which involve the
selection of aupsrvised farming. It is desirable that the

teacher visit the home of a student prior to his initial
enrollment in vocational agriculture, followed by visits at
intervals during the period of selecting activities of
supervised farming. This is an important time for the
tesoher to become acquainted with the parents, and. to
familiarize them with various aspects of vocational agria.
culture. A number of activities can be selected as a result

of the discussion with the parents and the student relative
to his needs, Interests, and opportunities.
Factors of consideration:
Careful consideration must be given to the seløotton
of projects, particularly the mjor production projects.
The kind of major projects which will be most desirable to
start with should be revealed through the student's hoito
survey, arid his review of the records of former students1

farming programs, nd success factors in production.

The

xu&jor project should be started as soon as possible.
Be8id.es selecting improvement and. supplementary practices,

the student should establish a felt ned for many farm
mechanics aOtivttj.es. Because of the great advarieemonts in
farm machinery in recent are there is a need for Increased
emphasis in farm mec}wnio4,

In his '}Iandbook on Teaching Vocational Agriculture,"
C. C. Cook states; "There are a number of factor's to con-.

eider' in choosing a type of farming end the different

sotivitieg to include in the student's supervised farming
program;

Personeipreferenceg The student's likes and
dielIke.
The types of f"rmtng in the community and on the
home farm.
RelatIve Importance of enterorises In the oom
munity and the home farm.
.. The ability and previou experience of the tudent.
The farm facIlitie including equipment.
Local trends in farming.
Available markets.
The possibilities for improvement of the farm and
the farm ho*e.
9. OpportunitIes fov ornershIp and managej.a1
responsibilities.
1O
The parents Il1Ingnees to oo-.oprate.
The probable financial return.
The ultimate pins of the student.
The opportunity for developing father-.son partner-.
ship agreements." (& p.33)
Budgeting:

Pt supervised farming program Xe a business venture

for profit, and budgeting and arranging finances at im-.
portant, aspects tn the planning. The student should make

7g

a careful estimate of receipts and expenses to determine
the probable outcome before making a final selection of a
production project. Previous projects of a similar type
and farm account summaries may be used as a basis for making

the esttatee.
An accurate and cqmplete budget forms the basis
sound buatnes agreement. it gives the boy a complete

0:

Verview of the undertaking, including its relation to other
arming activities: 3ssentia1 data for procuring sound
credit is provided. The budget provides standard.a against
which the teacher and student may check the project as it
progresses. It aupplt data to be used in making a
calendar of activities on the farming progrsm. Budgeting
makes use of data from farm records in ways which contribute
to the improvement of the farm business. (7, p.6&-69)

is desirable for the student to eetimste rather
carefully the total coats, the actual cash needed, and the
Most states have record books for supervised farming, and they usually include forms for ue in
making budgets. The following type of budget was devised
by the Department of Agricultural Education at Oregon State
income expected.

College:
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POULTRY PROJECT BUDGET ES'IWATE
oduction
Egg
Production
Average no. of hens
Average Value
Average no. eggs per hen
Total no. dos. eggs produced

Estimated

Total Value

Receipts of Credit
used at home
Average price per doz. eggs sold
used at home
No. dos. eggs sold
total
used at home
Value of eggs sold
used at home
price
No. of hens sold
value
price
Viscellaneous credits
total
price
value
Increase of closing inventory over opening inventory
Total receipts or credits

us.

l.

214.

Expense o? eEits
price
value
kind
Lbs. grain purchased
value
kind
price
Lbs. grain farm grown
value
kind
price
Lbs. mash purchased
value
kind
price
Lbs. mash farm grown
pricevalue
Yilk or buttermilk used at home. amount
once
value
Vik or buttermilk purchased. amount
value
price
green feed lbs.
kind
kind
value
Shell grit etc. lbs.
Total feed cost
value
price
amount
Litter kIng
Spray materials, disinl'ectants, medicine, kind
value
amount
price
value
Crates, fillers, arrount
price
Interest on investment - amount
interest
Rent, items on which rent is paid (bldg. land, etc.)
value
amount
1'ransortation, express truck, etc.
value
Other Yisc. charges - kind
value
rate
Hrs. self labor
value
Hrs. other labor
rate
value
Hrs. horse labor
rate

Decrease inventory
Total gross cost (sum of items 11 to

314.

value

value

O)

Total net cost for eggs (item 31 minus deducta1e credits)
Net cost per doz. eggs (item 32 divided by no. 3)
Feed cost per doz. eggs (feed costs, item 19 divided by item 3)
Van 1aor costs per ioz. eggs (sum of items 27,28 dividd by item
no.

3)

No. hrs. iran labor per doz. eggs (item 27
28 divided by 3)
Total net profit (item 10 minus item 31)
Pupil labor income (item 37 olus item 27)
Pupil's actual labor income per hr. (item 38 divided by hrs. self
labor)

Actual

Financing the Program:

After the budget has been carefully prepared by the
student it should be checked by the teacher. A iieettng
should then be held by the parents, eon, and teacher to
discuss the methods of financing the program. Frequently
memoranda of financial agreements between father and eon do

not clearly define the responsibilities of each party for
sharing the expenses and returns. Misconceptions of the
business of farming may develop if It is not Oonducted on
a bueinesø basis. I the procedures for obtaining financial
assistance are through parent co-operation they should be
businesslike and typical of those the boy needs to follow
when negotiating a loan with a bank or a person outside the
family. Merely securing the money, credit, or other

facilities necessary to finance a project is not the big
consideration. From the educational standpoint, it is of
more tportanoe to provide the boy with every opportunity
for assuming typical financing responsibilities and to use
project-financing as a means of developing those abilities
he will need to possess later for sucoeøsful financing of
the farm business as a whole.
If the boy is to secure worth-while training in
financing projects with parent co-operating, the following
steps and teaching procedure are suggested by Professor
H. H. Gibson, Oregon State College:
3tep 1. Carefulanalysis of the proposed project enterprise
is made.

Step 2. A complete project budget s prepared by the boy.

tn connection with project-financing, the project
budget helps in the following ways:
To show the boy the kinds and amounts of things

required to carry out a proposed project
program.

To determine when and in what amounts oash

will be needed so that financial arrangements
may be made accordingly.

To show how reed crops may be raised, equipment made, etc., as a means of reducing cash
ooetn.
1-. To make possible the comparison of enterprises
with reference toprobable returma an coats
cash and noncash.
5. To determine when and in what amounts the loan
can be repaid.
6 To determine whether borrowing money for a
proposed project program is 1.ikely to prove
a sound investment.

7. To make possible the determthation of fair
and businesslike financial or partnership
agreements between the boy and parents, by
giving both a basis for deciding how each
ay share in the division of costs and
ceipte.

. To stimulate interest in keeping records as

a means of checking on costs and other out.'
comes which measure the success of the project.

9. To stimulate interest in constant observation
and checking of pro3ect practices with reference to their possible effects on coats and
receipts.
Step

3. The boy presents budget to cLaas or F.F.A. Chapter
members for their consideration and approval.
This step would be particularly necessary where It

is the practice for the F.FSA. chapter or project
loan committee to approve and make loans to F.F.A.

At this time class members, as well as
the ind.tvidual boy who makes his budget report,

members.

will discover many problems which have a bearing
on project practices as well as project financing.
Budget-znaking is one of the beat approaches to a

Step 14

discovery and analysis of jobs and prolems that
must be considered in project-planning.
The instructor, in oonf*rence with the boy, corrects
and approves the budget.

Step 5. The boy presents the budget to his parents for
their approval and their consideration of what
financial assistance they may be able to give.
Step 6. The instructor, the boy, and parents, together in
conference, finally agree upon the financial

arrangements to be made -- what size of loan,
any, is needed, and whether it shell be obtain
from the parents, local banks, or other sotiroes.
There is no device comparable to the budget for

bringing the boy, the parents, and the instructor togethe
in a final determination of the type, size and scope of a
project program to be undertaken, and the financial
arrangements that need to be made. Neither the instructor
nor the boy should consl.der asking the parents to approve
and finance a project program without first presenting to
them a conservative and complete estimate of probable costs
and returns.
Then a project program is approved and. financed
under these condittons, all parties to the agreement know
what it is about. Parents are ready to approve the project
practices whtoh the boy decides to adopt. The way Xe

paved for the instructor to do effective project supervision, and, most important of all, the boy gets worthwhile training in tat-financng.
8tep 7. The boy draws ut a projcot financial agreement

which is signed by both him and his dad. If a
loan i.e obtained from the parents, the boy should
sign a note secured by a chattel mortgage on his

project and other assets.
Some inatz'uàtor have used local attorneys who are

particularly interested in the local F.'.A. program ti

gil.

discuss the different types of contracts and mortgages and.
to draw up contracts, semi-legal in foin, that would hold
in a court of lawe The parents understand that the
purpose is not to bind either then or the boy through a
legal contract to an agreement in which their word would
not hold, but rather to give the boy a business experieno*
he would not otherwise get in the usual paz'ent and son
fona f project agreements.
Step 8. Instructor and boy check up on costs and inoome,
through use of project records, as the project
progresses; and see that loans are paid according
to financial agreement.

A pertinent question to ask at this place is,
should there not be a re-evaluation of supervised practioe
programs, courses of study, and teaching procedures with
reference to the contributions they are making to the
attainment of this major objective namely, ability to
finance a farm businea? As project programs increase in
size and scope, and as they are looked upon more and more

as a means of aiding the boy to get a start in the farming
businsg on his own, project financing becomes an inoreaslngly important problem and responsibility for the individ-

ual boy. (20, p.l2-l29)
Students should be given the opportunity to perform
the various transactions involved in securing and repaying
loans. Depending upon parents for all forms of needed
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financial assistance often results in the seleotton of
projects undesirable in type and interior in quality. The
procedures already recommended for negotiating a loan witi
parents, should hold in the main for other types of loans,
G, C. Cook lists some of the numerous methods that have
been eucceesfufly used for financing farming programe
Securing funds frc parents.
Securing loans from local bankers.
Securing funds from finance corporations,
Securing credit from livestock breeders. Frequently
breeders will sell animals to students an give
credit until some of the offspring, are, sold, .or çbey
may take a percentage of offspring as pay.
Securing a loar through the local F.F.A. or NJ'.A.
chapter (The chapter may have a reyo)v3.ng fUfl4f
this purpose).
Securing an animal from the local ?.F.A. or LT.A.
chapter on a chain baøie. Thie is to return in kind.
itysetock or seed..
Securing guaranteed. loans through the Fiture Parmers
of America Foundation incorporated,
Securing funds from local ser'v&o, clubs.
Carrying on the program in partnership with somec
9
else, paying the partner when the product is sal
Securing funds from friends.
Securing funds by wortng for local people.
12, Pooling of resouroes by several students who d.evlop
a group project.
Borrowing from the Production Credit Association.
(, p.3I23I4.3)
Suaineas Agreement

Once the budget is developed1 it should serve se a

basis for arriving at a business :ree.ent which is

soun

and reasonable for the boy and the parents. Business
reements ought to be encouraged as they are desirable as
a business undertaking. Many tatea provide forms for
bus&neø agreements in the project record boQks. There
are a number of purposes for such agreements.

Misunderstandings may be avoided, and afl parties will kflow

what the agreement includes and what is e,cted of them.
They show the d&vjsjon of responsibility and return. They
are bustnese.like and help to develop business procedures,
and when properly prepared, they help insure a successful
program.

Business agreements differ, but they should conta
such items as: kind and size of projects, the period
concerned, rent agreenente, what father and son are to
furnish, agree to do, and to receive, and what the teacher

agrees to do, finishing with the signature of the student,
the father, and the teacher.
Developing the Programs of Supervised Farming:

Ones the farming progrsin is selected, the student
must know where he is going and how he expects to get there.
$orae time should be spent in classroom discussions pertaming to the objectives which the students hope to
accomplish. After the students have formulated. satisfactory
objectives they will need to take part.in setting up the
methods for achieving these objectives.
The objectives to foxnulate will depend upon thern
development of effective abilities needed by the student.
Two kinds of objectives formulated are: (1) for the long
time program in supryised tarming, and (2) the objectives
for the individual projects.H
-

Objectives of Lang-Time Farming Progremt

The primary aim or objctive for the long-time farming program should be satisfactor'y' establishment in farming.
some contributory objectives for, the long.time program ares
3.,

To iiae satisfactory profit.

To adopt and put into effect a large number of
approved practices.
3. To develop effective abilities which are needed fox'
success in farming end family living.
To keep neat, accurate and complete records.
To contribute to the improv'emen of the farm business,
the real estate value of the farm and to a more
comfortable farm-family living.
To take pride in doing a good, job which sill demand
the respect of the parents and the community.
To eetablieh a home-farm shop.
L To acquire essential farm machinery, labor saving
devices and other needed equipment.
To accumulate auttoient good breeding foundation
stock.
To aocumulate sufficient capital to assXst the student
in becoming established in farming.
Objectives of Indttidual Projects:
'3ome objectives to formulate for individual projects
2,

be stated am. follows;
1. To develop and establish an outstanding, dairy herd on
my own farm.
To develop an improved breeding program.
3,
'lV.

7.

12.
13,

lii.

To get a start with a purebred hex'd of !ne.
To install a pressure water system in the home.
To develop a home beautification project.
To develop and establish an outstanding flock of pure
bred sheep.
To place all farm machinery in satisfactory woting
condition.
To use a large number of approved practices.
To keep complete and accurate,reeordg,
To develop a swine sanitation pogrsm on the home
To make a atisfaatory profit.
To use adopted hybrid seed corn.
To gain practical experience which will help me be a
successful farmer'.
To control diseases and. pareettea.

The above are merely samples of objectives which the
student may formulate. The ones be will want to deelop

will depend on the conditions and facilities available,
the kind of projects he has, nd what he desires to

achieve." (, p.353-35)
In preparing a program of work the agriculture
instructor has a number of jobs to do before school opens.
The following are suggested jobs in order of sequence b.fore
e000i begins.
Recruiting students.
Visiting and guiding boys in selection of projects.
Making surveys.
Locating and securing teaching materials and situaiiona
eking project job analyses for important enterriaes.
Conducting community and project exhibits at fairs.
Arranging and equipping agriculture an shop rçoms.
1+,.

g,

(1) Ordering equipment.

8eleoting reference, text or library materials.
tiling bulletin and other materials.
Getting acquainted with conimuntty.
People
assets.
Co'unity organizations.

Making a course of study.
What types of farming.

Farm enterprise and other

course units will be tnolude4 relative time to
each, how distributed by yeari over the 7sars
seasonal sequence. etc.?
Row uch time to o1ae wot: to individual wor?
12. Teaching process itself.
Planning each unit or job.
Beleoting and using methods appropriate to or
suited to each unit or' problem in teaching.

8tervieing projects - numbir and frequency of visits.

Organizing and oondu,ttng Future Farmer chapter.
Planning evening sohool wo2t.

Publicity ** writing.
Found in the appendix of thia thesis are outline
forms for the organization of an agriculture instructor'
time as suggested by the Department of Agricultural

Education, at Oregon $tate College.
PA1M MECHANICS

The Importance of Fazn Mechanic

Instruction in farm mechantosts an important part
)f the program in supervised, farming, Most states recognize
the importance of this wort and allot sufficient time for
it in the agricultural program. Many student abilities are
developed which are essential for success in farming and
farm-family living. Through farm mechanics instruction the

student is trained in the skills that are necessary to do
the needed farm mechanics jobs on the farm. The student is
given an opportunity to do pur'poeeful thinking as well as

the use of hte hands. After the job is done it helps the
student realize th*t it is practical and he has accomplished
something. Students like this phase of instruction and so
it is one of the best ways of motivating and stimulating the
student's interest. It provides instruction based on
individual needs of the boy, shows immediate results, and
adds variety to the program. Its practical value can be
seen by farmers, and it affords a wonderful opportunity to
advertise the work of the department, and øell the program
to various persons in the community.
Students in farm shop find themselves in circumstances
which give them a great deal of freedom that they usually
do not enjoy in academic classes. The boy i on his own.
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a nature which approaobes liteoonditions as
they will be after the student finishes school.
Determining Oourse of Instruction:
The details of instruction should vary with the needs,
8hop wait is

0

interests, and abilities of the students. The program of
farm mechanics must be correlated with the rest of the
activities in the department and with each boy'a supervised
farming program. To be sure of the student's needs the
instructor has to make a survey of the boy's home situations,
and the needs of his supervised program. "Since the teacher
is primarily concerned with the boys in his department, it
would only be necessary for each boy in his classes to fill

out a form, rather than to try to survey all of the farms
in the school area.0 (30, p.l7) The instructor should know
the jobs the boys should find most valuable as a result of
definite farm needs, and should lead them to a recognition
of these needs and a desire to meet them. "It is necessary
also for the instructor to recognize the jobs to be accomplished and, through discussions, conferences, field tripe,
reference readings, and other means, to lead the boys to a
discovery of the important jobs on their farms." (5, p.53)
Areas of Instruction:
The farm mechanics program includes all the unspecalized mechanical activities that a progressive farmer
should perform on his home farm with the kinds of tools and
equipment he will have accessible." (, p.lI.11) In 19k6,

the Pacific Conference of Agricultural Engineering and
Vocational Agriculture Educators accepted the recommendations
of what should be included in the farm mechanics program
made by the sub-committee on Agricultural Teacher Training
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineer's in
Collaboration with an Advisory Group of Agricultural EduoatiorL Specialists. The recommended six areas of instruction
are
Farm shop work.
Farm power and machinery.

3.
.

Farm buildings and conveniences.
Soil and water management.
Rural electrification.
Processing of farm products.

(6)

G. C. Cook of Michigan State College carefully
reviewed these recommendations and prepared the following
outline which is very similar to the suggestions made by
these committees:

FARM SHOP WORE
Woodwork and Farm Carpentry
Providing and equipping the home-farm shop.
Classifying, selecting, and oaring for lumber.
Selecting and using nails, screws, bolts and hinges.
Classifying, using, and oaring for woodworking tools.
Fitting shop tools.
Figuring bills of material.
Sketching and reading blue pr'inte.
Cutting ratter's.

Making woodworking and farm carpentry projects.

Painting and Glazing
I.
2.

Painting.
Glazing.

equipment. saving labor Constructing
machinery. farm maintaining and Using
machinery farm Selecting
Machinery Farm

tractors. for oaring and using, SelectIng,
trucks. farm for caring and using, Selecting,
tore Trac and Truck
motor. farm the Maintaining
systems. ignition and cooling, carburetors, MaintaIning
engines. gas of principles fundamental Understanding
Motors Farm

belts. and pulleys, shafts, line Installing
belti. farm repairing and using Selecting,
Power of ?ranemtseion
MACHINER! AND POWER FAHM

welder. arc electrie an with Welding
process. oxyacetylene the by Welding
Welding

Work

metal. cold, and hot Working
work. forge for Preparing
forge Farm
Soldering.

equipment. soldering using and Selecting
Metal Sheet

Work

harness. for oaring and Repairing
Work

Harness

hitches. and knots making rope, Sliotng
rope.
handling
and. Using
and Selecting
pe.

for oaring

Wot pe
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FARM BUILDIMG AND CONVENIENCES

Concrete Work

Understanding the uses and, composition of concrete.
Estimating quantities and proportions of concrete
mixtures
Mixing, pouring and curing concrete.
Farm Buildings

Conetructthg and. repairing farm buildings.
Farm Home Conveniences

Selecting and using plumbing equipment.
Installing and. repairing plumbing fixtures.
Establishing farm water supply systems.
Establishing farm sewage disposal systems.
Heating the farm home.
RURAL

1.

LECTRIF ICATION

Understanding the sources of electricity, teins and
materials.
Wiring the farmetead and. maintenance of equipmen
SOIL AND 7ATER MANAGEMENT

Terracing to control soil erosion.
Using contour farming and strip cropping practices.
Providing farm drainage and irrigation.
PROCESSING FARM PJODUCT5

Providing and equipping a school community cannery.
Providing smoke houses.

Providing hog slaughtering equipment. (, p.l2-4'lk)
Some instructors may think that most of their shop
work should deal with the construction of new projects.
They may not look for repair rk and do not properly stress

it. In several states at least fifty per cent of the farm
mechanics activittee of the farmer is repair work. Every
student should develop an appreciation of the economy in

9k

repair jobs and should be encouraged to do repair work as
long as itha educational value and is economically
profitable. Painting repair jobR to make them more attraotive probably would make the students more interested in
this type of viork.
Organir..tng the Content of the Course:

It is suggested that jobs be distributed over a four.
year' r'eriod since the program in most states extends over a
tour-year period. Some jobs will be repeated front time to
time.

Not all students can become sktlltl in all the jobs

offered. to them due to physical or mental limitations.
Offered a wide variety of jobs, the average studen1 will
become proficient in a satisfactory number of them. Maste
of a relatively few significant jobs La more desirable than
mediocre performance and ltinited.understanding of a large
number of equally important jobe.
The later years spent
in farm-shop should corisistof a measure of natural z'epetition of earlier jobs and advancement of relatively greater
difficulty and wider application, Although teachers of
vocational agriculture do not make first-class mechanic a
out of the students they usually have sufficient time to buy
a solid foundation of fundamental mechanical skills and.
abilities, which will enable the student to maintain and
repair his tarn machinery and equipment in a satisfactory
manner, Instruction should be functional to be effective.
(30, p.72)
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Keeping in mind the needs and abilities of the
students and the degree of difficulty in p rtoxn1ng the
different jobs, the teacher should decide on which unIts to
teach each year, and allot a suggested amount of time and
place to each unit. Farm mechanics should be integrated
throughout the entire four year program. Each phase should
have its emphasis determined by the type of farming, Co Un-.
ity, needs, size of the shop and the equipment va1lable,
the training of the teacher, and the enrollment.
It has been found through experience that in the
making of plans for instruction there should be a favorable
amount of flexibility. In developing their programs of
supervised farming the teacher should consider the antiot-.
pated. needs of students, and develop many suggestions in the
form of source units. Such unite include possible objec-.
tives, problems, activities, procedures, and resources for
a signifroent job or' problem area. In this manner the
teacher formulates suggestive plans of procedure hioh will
include more tdea a than will actually be utilized.
HH

Evaluating the Farm Mechanics Program:

n essential part of the teaching program is the
appraisal and evaluation of the student's achievement in
farm mechanics.
Effective evaluation furnishes the basis
(1) for the student to determine his progress in achieving
the objectives of farm shop, (2) for the Instructor to
determine the effectiveness of his instruction, and to
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modify his instructional procedures, and (3) for the
instructor to formulate grades for school records."

(5, p.1l9)
The final grade on a completed project is but one
aspect of evaluating the Individual. Other aspects which
should receive attention are:
The development of desirable Interests, ideals, appreciations, and understandings.
The development of desirable habits of Industry.

The development of managerial and operative abilities
needed on the farm.
. The acquisition of fundamental information pertaInIng to
farm mechanics.
The daily aecomltshment of the student.
The development of s'lf'-oonfidence and mechanical
resourcefulness.
The development of problem-solving abilities. (, p.lI-98)
Among the methods of evaluating an individual's progress
are examinations, oral responses, notebooks and workbooks,
performance tests, daily evaluation, completed jobs or pro3,

jects, activities put Into practice on the farm resourcefulness of students, ablilties develoDed, and personal observation. Daily grading is usually preferable since it
stimulates and interests both student and instructor and. It
provides a more accurate grade.
Cook lists some questions to consIder in evaluating the
program in farm mechanics:

Was instruction provided for all three groups of students
namely all-day, young farmer and adult farmers?
Were sufficient crursee for out-of-school farmer groups
offered to adequately meet their needs?
DId. the all-day Qtucient receive adequate training in all
the phases of the instruction outlined for the year?
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Did the student have opDortuntty to develop abilitte
necessary for the construction or repair of jobs and
projects needed in connection rtth their cupervised
farming programs?
Were the tools end equttinent prooerly used and cared
for?
Were the proper safety measures followed in the shop?
7. Were effective methods of teaching used?
.
Were good habits of industry dev4oped?
Were cesirablo ideals, interests, attitudes and understandings developed?
Wa
a record kept of the skills performed by each
student?
Were the shop jobs related to the students farming
,

program?

Were home farm chops established?
Did the completed jobs show good workmanship?

1.
19.

Was the shop well kept (tools kept in rlace, room
cleaned at close of each class period, and suptlies
kept in orderly fashion)?
Were adequate visits made to th' students' homes?
Were shop jobs done at home by the student effectively
supervised?
Wore definite objectives for the instruction outlined?
were the students always engaged in worth-while activittea?
Was adequate nrovision made for maintaining and replacing tools ant' equipment? (, p.11-97-500)
VIII.

FLJTURN FARMERS OF AMERICA

Historical Development:

From the very beginning of the federally aided program of vooational education in 1917, the boys who were

enrolled in vocational agriculture in the various states
felt a spirit of comradeship as a result of their common
background of country life and their desires with regard to
farming as a vocation.
In many local departments of vocattonal agriculture
many agriculture student organ1attons developed. Such
organizations were often called "Agricultural C1ubs,

9g

in many instances were largely social and recreational in
nature, but a crtain anmunt of their activities inoludOd
educational, selfimprovement and 00-operative features.
Undertakings of this type, under the guidance of enterprising
local teachers of vocational agrioultui'e, marked the first
tangible evidence of the desire of students of vootional
to band together and do things in an organized way.
With the formation of patterns of experience in these
local vocational agriculture organizations, the idea of
bending together local groups of students of vocational
agrioultur into a larger organization grew in the minds o
progressive leaders in the field of vocational agriculture.
The idea of state-wide organizations pith each local group
as an active unit gradually developed.
In 1925 there was set up in the 8tate of Virginia a
State-wtde organizaton of students in vocational agri..
culture. Professor Henry C. 0-roseclose of Virgin& is
honored for its origination and state organization. This
organization had a definite constitution and by-laws, and
ceremonies, Within the next two years this type of organisation spread to several other Southern States. Such names as
HJunior Farmers,

"Young Farmers," and "uture Farmers"
appeared in various parts of the country. The Future

Farmers of Virginia attracted the greatest attention nationally because of its very excellent ideals, purposes,
ceremonies, and constitution.
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A oomn'ittee at the 1927 conference of vocational

agriculture supervisors and teacher trainers in the Southern
States held in an Antonio, Texas, submitted a resolution
whereby "each of the States develop a State Organization of
Future Farmers, looking forward to regional or national
federation." (39, p.533) In the same year the annual conference of supervisors end teacher trsiner' in agricultural
education for the North Atlantic Region made reference to
progress being made by vocational agriculture student
organizations in the States of Virginia, Ohio, and New
Jersey.

Scattered young farmer clubs had been etablished
in New Lork departments of vocational agriculture as far
back as September 1921 under the inittative of individual
teachers. In the Fall of 1926 there young farmer clubs
developed a State-wide acttv1t1cnown as the A'sociatton of
Young Farmers Clubs of New York. The trimary objotives of
young farmer clubs were:
1. To teach boys to work together.

To train leaders and, followers.
3. To effect economic savings and develop service attitudes
.
To serve the qociFl interests of farm boys.
5. To cment interest in the agricultural departments.
6. To lead boys into farmer organizations. (39, p.533)
In 1927 there were twelve states in which State-wide
young farmer oranizationa were in operation. These organizations varied in degrees of development but all were Statewide In scope. In additIon fifteen states hd many so-called
2.
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vocattonal agriculture clubs" in operation in many local
departments.

The New York organization had forty schools v'tth
Young Farmer Clubs operating in l92 with a membership of
1,250. At that time two general meetings had. been held
during the year, a publication entitled. the "New york Timer"

had been started, and a public speaking contest was in
operation.
An inmortant chapter in the development of the Future
Farmers of America was written at the Southern Region Agri

cultural eduoation conference held In l92 at Memph1s,
Certain specific recommendttons were made which
later became the basis of the National organization known
as the Future Farmers of America. During the North Central

Tennessee.

regional agricultural education conferenos it was pointed
out that Ohio and South Dakota.had numerous vocational

agriculture clubs In operation. Suggestions and reocmmendations were made at this conference concerning State oganizatiorts, end the formation of a national organization.
At the Pacific Region agricultural education confe
ence held in Denver, Colorado, l92, V. T. Spanton of the
Federal Board for Vocational Education, made the following
statement;

"I cannot too heartily endorse the student organization
idea, and believe it would be an excellent tlan for a
committee of supervisors in tiIs region to make a study
of the proposition and report ok later in the week
concerning the advisability of recommending that the
various States tromote th establishment of such

2Ol

organizations, first into local chapters and later into
a strong State-wide organization. In any such undertaking, I believe that the constitution, by-laws, etc.,
and general plans for the organization should, if possible, be similar enough so that the various State organizations can some day, if found desi.rable, unite into

one strong Nation-wide organization, .'vhioh might hold
its annual national meeting in Kansas City in connection
with the National Congress of Vocational Agricultural
students. Personally, I have been most impressed with

the constitution, by-laws, admission requirements, etc.,
of the orgrnIzztion In the State of Virginia, known as
the F.F.V's or Future Farmers of Virginia. The name
"Future Fartn'r" Is catchy and appropriate, and if S
strong national organization could be established what

would be a more at'proprIate name than "F.F A." or "Future
Farmers of America."

"Several States in the region already have their
vocational boys organized into local "clubs" of one sort
or nother so the unifying of the plan throughout the
region 80 s to conform to the Future Farmer Idea would
be a comparatively easy task." (, p.539)
At this conference a committee on new developments
made the following recommendations in regard to a national

organization of students of vocational agriculture which
were adopted:

The Chief of the Agricultural Education Service of the
Federal Boerd for Vocational Education troceed with the
drawing up of & constitution and by-laws for a national
organization of vocational agricultural students using
the name of "Future Farmers of America" or other
appropriate name, with a State chapter In each State,
and with a loce unit In each vocational agricultural

department.

That national colors, slogan, and emblems be adOpted
and, copyrighted.

That this region appoint Mr. Spanton, our regionalagent,
to represent us in all matters pertaining to the organi
zation process at any confernoe called by the chief of
the agricultural education service of the Federal Boa'd

for Vocational Education.
That each State In the Pacific Region proceed tmmediateiy
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to organize State chapters, with. local units in each
agricultural department.
Teachers, teacher tratnere, and supervisors of
vocational agriculture were aware to the value of such an
organization, and. by the spring of 192$ the goal of a great
national organization of students of vocational agriculture
was in sight. Each region gave definite Droposals and
recommendations for forming a Nation-wide student organiza-

tion, formulating a constitutton for the Future Farmers of
America, and launching it as the National Orgnizatton of,
by and, for students of vocational agriculture.
During the Sunimer of 192g the agricultural education
eervice of the Federal Board for Vocational Education drafted
a temporary constitution for the Future Farmers of America

organization, patterned closely after that of the Future
Farmers of Virginia.

In the Fall of l92, the tentative

constitution and, explanation of affiliation was sent to all
states, along with a call for th first national convention
of the Future Farmers of America.

The first national convention of F.F.A. was held in
Kansas City on November 20, l92, in conjunoton with the
American Royel Ljyestoc Show. Eighteen states were represented by thirty-three official delegates. At this meeting
national officers were elected and a national constitution
and bylaws adopted.

The organization has grown from an

active national membership of 16,217 in the fiscal year
192g-1929 to 20U,937 in January 1914.7, with 6,000 active,
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chartered chapters.
tion in the world.

This is the largest farm boy organiza

Administration:

At the time of the first convention there was no provision in the oonet&tution of the organization oovering a
definite plan of administration and 8UperVlsion. This situa
tion was not satisfactory, and in 1930 the Chief of the
Agricultural Education Service of the U. S. Office of Education,. acting es National Adviser, was empowered to appoint,
from year to year, a committee of four State advisors, one
representing each region, to serve with him in framing the

po1icie governing this branch of vocational education in
agriculture and in administering such oolicie. The adult
advisory council is composed of four representatives of the
Agricultural Education Service of the U. S. Office of .Edu9ation and four State supervisors of vocational agriculture.
The National Adviser is the council chairman. This group
serves in the capacity of an Advisory Council to the National
Adviser on the administration of the progrem. Six student
national officers, the Adviser, Executive Secretary1 and
Treasurer constitute the National Roard of Trustees.
The National Headquarters of the Future Farmers
America is located in the Agricultural Education Service,
United States Office of Education, Federal Security Agency,
aashington, D. C. By operating on 0ten cents per yearu
membership dues the organization is self-supporting,
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National Conventions have been held annually in aneae City,
Missouri, at the time of the Amei1can oyal Livestock Show.
National officers are elected at this Oonvontion, tn annual
program of work is outlined, old and new business is discussed, American Farmer degrees are granted, and State Farmer
awards are announced. Each State may nominate one candidate
for the American Farmer degree for each one thousand P.T.A.
paid-up members in the State.

A State meeting is held usually at least once every
year in moat states. Officers are elected, programs of work
outlined, state faiiers and honorary members elected. In
conneottonwith these meetings agricultural contests are
often held. The State supervisor of Agricultural Education
is the State Adviser. The officers consist of a President,
Vice-Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer Adviser and Reporter.
Miberahip:
The kinds of membership in the organization are as
follows:

Active membership - Any male student who Is regularly

enrolled in an all-day or d.y-untt class th vocational
agriculture
ho is not over twenty-five years old.
mey be elected by a majority vote of the members of the
local chapter. He may retain hi membership throughout
his high soiool career and for three years after the
ftr't National Convention following his graduation from
high school.
Associate ipembership - A member automatically becomes

an Associate member folloving the termination of Active
membership.

Collegiate membership - This may include all trainees
preparing to teach vocational agriculture and former
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active F.F..A. members of charter local chapter who may

be enrolled in the institution concerned.

Honorary Membership - Persons BUCh as supervisors,

hool

adm1nistrator, teachers of agriculture, businessmen,
farmers, and other who have helped to advnoe vocational
gricu1ture and the F.F.A. nd who hcve rendered outstanding service may be elected to honorary membership
by a majority vote of the members present at a oonventton
or any regular m-eting.
Degrees of Membership:

There are four grades or degrees of active membe ship,
namely: NGreen Hand," "Chapter Fermer," "state Farmer," and
ertoan Farmer." An individual' e adYanoement to each of
these degrees is based upon his accomplishments with respect
to farming, earnings, investments, leadership, and scholar-

ship as set forth in the National Constitution. Local
chapters determine the first two grades of mibership, the
State determines the third, nd the national organization
confers the fourth degree.
Aims and Purposes:

The primary aim of the organ1ation is the development

of agricultural leadership, co-operation, and citizenship.
The specific purposes for vthich this organization s formed
are as follows:
To develop oometent, aggressive, rural and grtotiltural
leadership.
To oreete and nurture a love of country life.
To strengthen the confidence of farm boys and young men
in themselves and their work.
To create more interest in the intelligent choice of
farming occupations.
To encourage members in the development of individual
farming programs and establishment in farming.
To encourage members to inrnrove the farm home and its
surroundings.

1o6

7.
.

9

10.

To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement

of agriculture.
To develop charactr, train for useful citizenship,
and foster patriotism.
To participate in co-operative effort.
To encourage and practice thrift.

II. To encourage irirrovernent in scholarhip.
12. To orovide and encourage the development of organized
rural recreational activities. (16, p.3)
The motto consists of only four lines, but these lines
reflect the true vocational spirit nd the sincerIty of
purpose of the future farmers.
"Learning to do,
Doing to Learn,

arning to Live,
Living to serve."
One parent of an F.F.A. member ezreesed some of the
values of the organization:
The F.F A. al1os the boys to Identify themselves with
a strong school organization through which they may
exorese themselves and learn to be leaders In worthwhile projects.
It provides oDportunittes for advancement thugh degrees
of membership based on acoomplIshm'nt.

It prnvtdee for trips to state and national conventions

Li..

and contests.
The F.F.A. develops boys socially.
The F F A. teaches boys to accrpt resoonsibilities as

citizens.
It develops abilities in the boys to exress themselves.
The F.F.A. teches boys to be leaders and to accept and

follow good leadership.
The F.F.A. teaches boys their responsibility for commun9.

ity service.
It teaches boys to w rk with others.
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114..

it teaches boys the need. for thrift.
The F.F.A. teaches boys the need for.coneerving health.
The F.F.A. stands for work well done,
It dignities the work, the members learn that it is
honorable to work with their hands,
It develops boys culturally and vocationally, (6, p.216217)

The Future Farmers of America Foundation, Incorporated:
Many corcorationa and business Ooncorn have become

enthusiastic supporters of the National Org-;nizat1on of the
Future Farmers of America. Numerous prIzes and ewards have
been awarded by these commercial concerns in various competi-

tive vocational agriculture activities. Because of the
increasing numbers of corporations and business concerns
which desired to cooperate, the Future Farmers of America
Foundation was incorporated. ThIs Foundation makes co-opera-

tion possible without the necessity of establishing any
additional types of contests. Thzugh the pooling of funds
in the Foundation, more adequate awards can be made with less
administrative detail and in addition, each donor receives
recognition for all Foundation awards rather than for one

specific project or activity.
Program of Activities:

An outline of activities Is set up in a program of
work covering a definite period of time, approximately one
year, whIch includes specific goals, ways end means of
reaching them, and provision for checking on the
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accomplishments.

The Future Farmers of America

realize that

well developed programs of vrk based on the interests and
n'eds of the m'mbers and the organization an a whole usually
result in a very worthy list of accomclighments.

A satis-

factory program must be carefully put together from selected
materials and, when oompleteö., should represent the combined

thinking of a majority of

the members,

Comprehensive

programs stimulate student interest, provide many oportuni

ties for worthwhile eertenoee, help to develop an effective
training program in vocational agriculture, and develop
community interest and understandings.

time, sincere effort and considerable
adviser,

Such programs require
guidance from the

Through such programs the State and

National

organizations are able to make successful progress and a
contribution which is nation-wide in effect.

For a beginning chapter the first year's program is
expected to be less elaborate than those of the following
years.

program.

ach year

the program expands into a comprehensive

The activities should be based on the needs of the

individualmembera, the entire chapter, and the community
as a whole. The local advisor must show sound judgment and
asigt the members in deciding what activiies they deem
desirable to include in the annual program.
In building a. satisfactory program of wo for a
going chapter the following steps are suggested by the
National organization a being helpful. They vary, of

course, with different situatioris
1. Review last year's program of work at chapter
meetings. Try to find out why certain items were
successful,
isouøa tleo the present needs of the
chapter, its rnrmberchip, and the needs of the
Community.

Select from last year's program and list the items
which should be continued for the present year.
Add suggestions on new items offered br members.

of the programs of work of the State
ascooiation and the national organization, s'4ect
and list items which can and should be included in
From cooie

the chapter program,
Secure copies of other chapter progra and get
ideas on other suitable program items.
Appoint a program of work committee, if one is not
already designated, with subcommittees for each
section of the program and turn over the re1iminary
materials as listed to this grvup. It should be
the duty of this committee to further survey and

check needs, study the siggesttons already offered,
and. to set up a tentative program of work including
goals and ways and means.

Have the committees on program of work report back
to the chapter, dicues their reports in open
meeting, and have them re-worked as necessary

until stisfactory.

Check the program of work with school authorities
and others concerned.
Adopt the program when satisfactory, appoint per
mnent committees to be responsible for each

major division and set to work on it. (16, p.3k)
The major divisions for the prorrem of work usually
include the following headings:
I.

II.

III.
Iv.
V.

Supervised Farming
Co-operation
Community Service
Leadership

Earnings and. Savings

VII.
VIII.
Ix.

Conduct of Meetings
Scholarship
Recreation
General
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Activities tinder Each Section:
Building programs of .rork which are really worthwhile and then carrying them to a successful completion i.e
highly important. The activities listed below are typical
of those which have been used by various chapters. The goals

varied with the different chapter situations. (16,

35-36)

Supervised Farming

Establish a loan fund for members,
Assist members in locating desirable animals, seed
and uppl&es.
Increase ownership of productive projects.
Aesiat members to start continuation projects the
first year.
Assist members to develop agricultural libraries.
Encourage home improvement projects.
Encourage the use of certified seed and pure-bred

sires.
Provide for treating nd testing nroject before
planting.

Conduct project tours.
Conduct a project contest and offer suitable awards
for outstanding accomplishments in farming.

II - Co-operative Activttie
Buy animals and feed co-operatively.
Buy seed. co-operatively.
i-fold. pure-bred sale for project animals.
Operate a "For Sa1e and MWantedtt bulletin service.
Set up a feed grinding co-operative.
Organize a livestock improvement subsidiary.
Organize a crop improverent subsidiary.
Operate a chapter-owned incubator,
organize a mutual insurance company.
Purchase tools for home farm shops 00-operatively.
Provide for group membership in 1'ading farm
organizations,
III - Community Service
Improve poultry by culling.
Sponsor a community fair.

Test seed corn for farmers.

ill
III - Community Service
(Continued)

Teat milk for farmers.
Test o1l for farmers,
Erect bird-feeding stations.
Assist in making farm surveys.
Beautify school grounds.
Contribute food and clothing tothe flee
Asist with community Christmas.
Conduct a farm fire !iazard survey.
Conduct safety and health campaigns.

IV - Leadership Activities
Provide a chapter leadership training school,
Send members to State and district conventions ad
leadership ohools.
Assist members to prepare for the higher degrees.
nter the State chapter contest.
Hold chapter public speaking contest.
Prepare and put on radio programs.
Print and distribute a chapter news letter.
Provide committee experience for all members.
Contact eighth grade pupils in rural schools.
Improve the chapter library.
V - Earnings and Savings

Prepare a budget for chapter funds.
Develop a plan for raising chapter funds.
Establish a thrift bank.
Maintain chapter account In local bank.
Provide personal account books for members.
Increase chapter investments.
Set up a permanent system 9f chapter accounts.
Encourage members to invest savings in lend, livestock, and farm equipmnt.
Help members to set up financial goals.
Increase the average member earnings.
VI - Conduct of Meetings

Set up definite schedule for regular meetings,
Provide special training for newly elected officers.
Secure needed official equipment and supplies.
Develop a series of program features for meetings.
Hold Joint meetings with nearby chapters.
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VI - Conduct of Meetings
(Continued)

Plan special meetings for summer months,
Provide recreation and refreshments for meetings.
Hold scheduled initiation meetings.
Provide a chaoter room and equip it.
VII

Scholarship

Provide bigbrothers' for new members.
Provide recognition for outstanding members in
scholarship.
Maintain an honor roll of members with high grades.
Assist members whose scholarship is low to improve it.
Encourage members to try for the National Honor
Society.
Use scholarship standing as one determining factor
in electing members to positions of honor.
Devote meetings to methods of inroving scholarship how to study.
VIII - Recreation
Hold parent and son banquet.
Send. members to the State camp.
Provide games for the chapter room.
Chapter take charge of noon recreation
school.

program at

Help to provide local playgrounds.
Stage a community sing.
Sponsor recreation programs in isolated areas.
Organize a string band or quartette.
entertain a-sociate and honorary members.
Sponsor a community picnic.
IX - General Activities
Many activities have not been mentioned..

Some of these may be stated as follçwø

Putting up F.F.A. eis and markers.
Tnking pictures of activities.
Preparing 2" x 2" slides of activities.

Conducting assembly programs.

Providing good reading for leisure time.
Giving rural school progrms.

(, p.5k2)
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IX - General Activities
(Continued)

Co-opereting 'with the school activities.
T3uying eaulrnent for the chpter room.
Giving demonstrations,

It is helDful to disply the program of work on a
wall chart in the classroom,
Such activity programs cannot help but develoo greater
appreciations and abilitIes in a boy which Will 'carry over
with him throughout life.
Unsatisfactory programs of work ar commonly due
one or more of the following oauses:
Insufficient time, thought and study.
Getting the Drogrenl set ut too late in the year.
, Poorly selected items end lack of.chaliengo.
Indefinite and impractical goals.
ays and means not well developed;
6. Poor committee organization and woit.
Leaving too much of the building of the program
7
individuals or the rogrsin of work cony... ittee.
. Inadequate financing.
Lack of balance in the program - not enough variety
too many items of the s&ine type.
Lack of follow-up on the various items at chapter'
meetings.
11
Failure on the part of ALL members to realize it is
their program rather than that of a smaller group
within the chapter.
One of the most satisfactory foras for a program at
work is a follows:
Activity

Comniittee

Responsible

Goal

ye and

Means

Accomplishments

ll
Financing Chapter Pctivittes:
The i'ork of a live and growing chapter requires

cert.in funds to carry on its work. The amount needed
depends largely upon the program of work end at is hoped
to be accomplished.

For this reason chaDter$ prepare a
budget of expenses for the year, Since local chapter dues
do not usually carry the whole tinancial load, certain fund
raising activities are employed, Conditions affecting the
raising of funds vary In every community.

Full knowledge

of the local situations regarding such matters is most
important.

Since one of the principles In the F.F.A. is "paying

go,H donations from outside agencies or
individuals is avoided. Overworking the money-raising

our own way as we

angle and too much vending is disapproved, by the organization,

Some chapters have set up definite

lons for their farming programs.

student

managed.

lan

for seouring

The loans are largely

There are many activities and methods of

ralethg funds for the ohaptfr; J. B. Kirkland listed
thirty-three methods tsed (2, o.1145) and G. C. Cook an

extra fourteen. (, p,5L_51q)
State and National Chapter contest:
Every year each chapter to judged in a contest with

the othr chapters In the state,
own annual program of 'i.

it to the State Advisor.

Each chapter Prepares its

rk and Its final report, and submits
The winners of the contest are
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In scoring Co-operative
tion is given to the degree o
members in:

activities,

major oonsidera

participation of the chapter

(a) business activities such

as financing and

insuring projecta; (b) buying and selling ectivitios;
productive activities; and. (d) chapter subsidiaries
including crop or aninaal improvement asqociatton, spray
rings and the like - all of which are sronsored by the
chapter.

In scoring Community Service activities, msjor cons.
aideration is given to chapter undertakings relating to; (a)

improvement of farm practices in the community; (b) conservation of natural resources (soils, trees, wild animal
life, etc.); (c) beautification and improvement of homes,

grounds and buildings in the community; and (d)other social
and general activities for community betterment.

In scoring Leadership activities, major consideration

is given to the extent to

whioh the chapter has provided

leadership training for all mabers and the extent to which
members have developed and. exercised leadership in sool,
chapter, farm, and community activities.
In scoring Earnings and Savings activities,

jar

consideration is given to the undertakings of the chapter as
a group in earning and, wisely using money and in encouraging

members with respect to: (a) earnings derived from farming;

investments in farming; (a) cash savings; and (d) other
investments.

Special consideration is given to chapter
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budgets, financial statements and evidence o the promotion
of savings by means of a chapter thrift bank.
In scoring Conduct of Meetings, major consideration
is given to: (a) the type of programs planned for meetings;
(b) time of day chapter meetings are scheduled; (a) frequency
of meetings; (d) length of meeting period, (e) average
attendance at meetings; (f) chapter equipment; and (g) business conducted as revealed in the Secretary's minutes of
meetings.

In scoring Scholarship, major consideration is given

to the activities of the chapter as a group in attempting
to improve the scholarship average of all members, including
both academic as well as vocational subjects for the school
year ended in June.
In scoring Recreation, major consideration is given
to the kind and number of the organised recreational activt"
ties successfully sponsored or directed by the chapter and
participated in by members, es well as others. This includes
summer camps, athletic contests, tours, parentmandsofl
banquets, and various social or educational events contributing to the improvement of community-wide recreation.
Other Contests

2

Besides the National chapter Contest and the State
Chapter Contest, there are a number of other Nattonl and
State Contests.

1].

Some of the contestø or awards sponsored on the

Natinr.1 level are:
1. National Chaotr Contests.
2,

The Farm Mechanics Award.

The National F.F.A. Public Speaking Qonteet.
Star, State, and. Modern Farmer Awards.
Farm nd Home 1ectrification Awar'ds.
American Farmer and Superior Fazner Awards.
Farm and Home Improvement Awards.
Other contests held. in connection with the National
F.F.A. Convention.
Some of the contests or awards sponsored on the State

level are:
3etter chapter contest.

Public speaking contest.
Other contests or awards soonsored on the National
level and referred to above.
Farm mechanics.
Milk testing.
Selection of livestock.
Selection of seed.
Grading egs.
9. Demonstrations,
10. Sleotion of layers (with emDhsis on records)
U Selection of dairy anhrnle.
Weed identification.
Panel or booth exhibits.
11. Meat identification.
15. Pasture improvement.
i6. Farm Underwriters' Asaooiation Award.
Contests and. Instructor's Time:

In a recent tour of the United States, Professor
H. H. Gibson of Oregon State College noted that F.F.A.

activities and chapter projects in vocational agriculture
are assuming an increasingly larger place. It appears that
certain activities that were formerly classed as extracurricular have now become curricular activities1 and eome
of them are now assuming major importance rather than minor
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importance as fo:orly. Contsts for inst&nce, ith all
th.: t they involve in eiTcrt to in honor, prizes and awards
on a local, state and. nationRl level, ern to be asum&ng
riore importance as to time reqtzirements. One instructor,
wilose chapter recently received a national c1d emblem
awcrd, stated to Professor Gibson that he could have had, a
much better all-round program in vocational agriøulture had
he not eons out for winning contests .nd the natinal award.
Many things which he considered relatively more iiportant
in the a1iround development of all the boys and young
farmers in his corrrunity had to be n lected because of the
concentrtton of effort he found it neoeisary to place upon
itns that wer considered in the evaluation of hiø chapter
program and for the gold emblem chapter award. }e said, too,
thet he found a. great deal of tiie was consumed by him, and.

his boys in preparing the report. (22, p.2-3)
Vocational agriculture instructors meeting at the
l9l.7 National Convention of the American Vocational Associa-

tion in Is Angeles, California, suggested procedures j
sipiifying their job. In survey of agricultural instructore in the State of california, the chaixnan of the
meeting disclosed that many vocational agricultural men are
tting overtime because their jOb has become too large fox'
one rflan. It does not seem to be the answer to solve the
problem through the iho1esa1e dropping of activities, but,
rather through the addition or more man-power.

Mr. Cross,
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tho ohairrnn, concluded that trainin judging te.ms to win
is a questionable sctivity and prohb1y should be dropped
by all schools, or, certainly relegtted to the sarae importance as other class-room aotivitie. (10, p.1 10)
To determine the strengths nd r nese of a local
chapter it is desirable to evaluate at the nd of the year
what has been achieved in te1'm of the objectivs and goals

set up, All phases of the loc1 F.F.AS organiz.tion should
be evaluated, including such items es the chepter mcetings,
entertainment, participation by menber, officers, rogram
of work, accomplishments, and the like.
I

PART1fl

AND

TL4VX 1STRUCTION

Historical Development:

Another aspect of agricultural education in the United

States is the lnstruQtlon for Y0Ufl:g farmers Dut-of-school
and for adult farmers. This contribution of egricultural
education began in l9l
an active forerunner of adult
ed.ucatton which has been dvoceted. strongly in recent year8
by many other educational agencies.

The United States Congress and the ereons responsible
for the development and motivation of vocational ducation
realised. from the beginoing the p1'.c and in ortence of
programs of vocational education in
culture for out-ofschool young men and adult farmers The 3mith-f'ughes Act
mentioned that such education
ended for those rho

12].

have entered upon

the work of the farm
Instruction for out..of-sohool young men and adult
(I

faflers was organized early In various parts of the country.
In 1921 the Federal Board for Vocaton9l 'ucation designated
one of the members of its agricultural cucation service
staff to make a study of eduee.tion for those already engaged
in faiing. This gtaff member travelled throughout the
United States to see what methods States and local schools
were following in developing eduoationl iror'n or these
two groups.

Because of an 1norer

in iiph CIS Ur.Ofl

education for those already engrged in farming, bulletins
covering agricultural education, both venthg and part-time
classes, were published by the Federal Board for Vocational
Education in 1923 and 1926, respectively.

During the period 1920-1930 :riculturl euction
leaders recognized the fact that good tachtng procedure Is
as important in carrying on pert-time anç evening-school
classes as In conducting al1-ay cec. It ws realIzed
that instruction must be based uoon the actual experience
of the farmer. In order to give aeictance to teachers

in developing a rrooedure for conductin clae for fsners
the Federal Board for Vocational ducation pub1ihed a
bulletin under the title, ttConference Procedure In Tecehing
Agricultural vening 3choo1s." In 1929 a pecialIst in
part-time and evening-school work was pointed by the
Federal Board for Vocational Education.
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Young Farner C1ases:

Young faer c1ases, also known a.s part-time olaaso,
are made up of out-of..hoo1 yoing farmers usually between
the ages of 16 to 25 years, These classes are ergenized

for interested young farmers who conduct e. faxing program
related to the course of instruction under the supervision
of the teacher of vocational agriculture,
This group is the conncting link between the allday and adult farners clases. a any young farmers are too
old to go to high school, yet they are not est;ihlished. in
farming and are too young and too ir1experiencd. to want to

enroll in classes for adult farmers, Thousands of farm
youth who were in the military service m.y enroll in the
courses for out-of-gøhool youth or .dult farmers conducted
in connection with the regular rorzns in vocational

agriculture, or they may enroll in courses made possible
through Publi* Law 3ii6, the
of 19l4iP

.:eadjustment Act

(G.I. Bill of Rights).

in a survey of communities in '1ichi:n it was found
that there were more OUt-Of-hoo1 youn mcn between the ages
of 16 and 25oz, faxn than there rere all-d'.y students

enxlled in high school departments of vocational agriculture in these communities. Two out of three expressed
themseiye$ as being interested .n joining a young-farmer
cisse to study farming prOblems.
During this period of life many of the young men on
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farms te.ce the problems of definitely deci1.ini' on a vocation
and of stbltshthg a home, Liany are confronted with rroburin the
lems of finding opportunities for faring,
necessary equipment and livestock, and mkth financial
arrangements, as well as prob1m of ;roduc1rw nd markatng
products efficiently. It aprs that orportunitte for
cre ing, due
satisfactory establishment in farming ar
largely to the Increased mechanization of f'rm1ng and the
frms. It is desirable
general increase in number of

for instructors to survey loc1 o'portun&ttes to provide
guidance to boys in e.ccordrnce with their intere.ct end.
qualifications. Problems of stablishrnnt are very impotarit for out-of-school young men on farms. The needs or
problems of the young-farmer group hould furnish a v'.ltd
basis for deriving objectives for iror;rn of upervised

terming and in turn for organized instruction.
Obj ectves:

The major objective for part-time groups is to develop

the abilities neøessary for findin oportunitiee
accumulating the assets for improvement jn fr.ri:ijngsttus.
As mentioned previously, one of the rnor objctives of

vocational agriculture is to develop effective vbility to
make a beginning and advance in farrnthg.

The contributory

objectiveB necessary to the attrirent of this major objective may include effective ability to:
1,
2.

Evaluate resources for farming.
Analyse opportunities for farming at honie and on
other farms,
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Looate advantageously for farming.

Arranpe for Initial oartiotoatiori in fanning.
Procure suitable land for farm operations.
Obtain supplies for farm operations.

Procure necessary farm equIment.
Procure and maintain livestock.
9, Obtain need'd capital on e sound financial bsts.
Increase size of farming busIness.
Purchae farm lands advantageoulr.
Set up a long-time farming program.
Formulate and attain specific advancement goals
definite periods of time.
111..
Formuiste nd carry out a self-improvement program.
7.
.

(11.5, P.5)

It to important to develop objectives co-operativel
with. the young farmers in terms which are meaningful to
them.

"The Agricultural education servico of the U. 3.
Office of Eduoation is constantly emphasizing the fact that

vocational education in agriculture attains Ito objective
only when it results in the olacement and adjustment of the
individual in farm&n; that unless young men who want to
farm are helped to get into farming, and unless both young
men arid adults wanting asIstanoe with their problems of
improvement receive such assistance, vocaiona1 elucatton

in agriculture falls short of its purpose. Placement of
young men in farming and the progretsIve establishment of
both young men and adult farmers in farming occupations have
become the final criteria for measurement of the effective-

ness of vocational education in agriculture f or out-ofschool activities." (39, p.5iM)
Developing Course Programs:

In many communities an advisory council is used to
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aesist in plannin and, conducting the course.

Such councils
would probably be in wider use if their work was more understood, The use of an advisory council Is discussed in a
later section on community planning.

The needs, together with Interests, capabilities,
and, the home-farm facilities, should provide a. basis for
deriving purposes or objectives of the programs for young
farmer groups, The vocational agriculture teaohr should
determine the needs by survey tech iues, similar to those
for the day-school groups. This information can be
colleoted. at the time of interviewing prospective memberg
of the class on their farms. Further information can be
obtaIned by holding conferences wlth the young men after
enrolment, and by InterviewIng the parents. The teacher
may then present his findIngs to the advisory council and.
discuss the proposed course with them. The young farmers
should be given an opportunity to express their desires as
to the content of the course. eside containing the
activities which give immediate Interest, the course content
should be supplemented with social, recreational and

citizenship activities which will contribute to establisb
ment as a citizen in a rural community.
In conducting a survey as a primary step in planning
the program the instructor is advised to determine (a) the
names and, locations of persons likely to be interested in
theee services, (b) the particular services needed by
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prospective students, (o) the produotton and management neede
and resources of the farms which provide present occupational

opportunities for the students, (d) an analysis of the
agricultural trends and resources of the community end (e)
the need for and requirements of educational services as
indicated by key farmers, officials of local farm organizations, members of a4visoz'y boa'ds, members of boards of
education and school officials. (142, p.20)
Some phases of supervised farming can frequently be
carrted over from day-school classes for the young men who
have been members of day-school classes. These young men
mey have built long-ime prograns rhioh extended into the
out-of-school period.
3ome Ciutding Principles for Developing Supervised Paming for Young Farmers:

A number of basic principles to follow In developing
superviseçl farming programs for young farmers have been
developed. A group of teachers in North Dakota formulated
the following Mguidtng princtples.0
The program should be planned to provide the indivIdual members a systematic and supervised program of

.

instruction on their home farm.
Tho program should promiee financial returns to the
young man end should be planned to contribute to
establishment in farming.
The program should be of sufficient scope to challenge
the interests of young men concerned.
The young man and parent, pius the teacher, should
plan and organize the program, keping in mind the
boy's share in returns and management, and the

possibility of future partnership,
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The progrern for each boy should be planned on a
1ong-time basis and should aim toward satisfactory
establishment in farming.
Individuals should keep such records and 8000Ufl8
as will teach and lead them to keep simple farm
accounts and to measure their growth in farming.
The program should expand in scope and. breadth, and
possibly increase the size of the hoxne-fax'm business
so as to provide an opportunity for Diacement on
partn er'hip.
When the individual has a share in the home farm
business, there should be a written agr ernent between
parent and son.

The instructor and the group should strive to find

ways and. means for financing the supervised farming
programs of individual members meriting and needing

financial assistance.
The instructor will find it necessary to give the
young men l7ho do not alredy have well-established.
farming programs special help in analysing their
situations and in planning oossible programs.
The instruotor has a definite obligation and responsi-'
bility in giving help to individual members in

planning and carrying out their farming programs.
The instructor should know when the critical periods
are in the individual farming program and hou1d
make sure that the individual is propr1y prepared

to meet these situations.
The instructor's trips to the boys' rarms should not
be just visits. Bather, they should result in
teaching of the highest type. (33, p.15-16)

Young Farmer Associattonai
Young Farmer Associattons have been successfully

organized in many states. It has been found that such
associations motivate and stimulate the members of a weU.'
organized farmer program. Many rth-whi1e advantages are
derived through such a program. It fills a natural need.
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for training and experience in lcadershtp, organized reoreation, co-operative activities, improved agriculture, community service and farmer citizenship. it provides an
organization which serves to bridge the gap between high
school age and the time when an individual may take member-

ship in an adult farm organization. The Young Farmer
Asoctations co-operate with the Future Farmer Chapters in

their activities. Young men may be helped in getting
established in farming by encouraging and maintaining a
system of information whereby members are kept pQstod on

land available for purchase, renting and leasing.
An exanrle of a state organization is the California
Young Farmers Association. 1t was organ.zed inl936 as an
alumni association of Future I'axners of America. In 191k)
membership was opened to any Young Farmer interested in
Agriculture. 't is a non-political, non-secret, non-profit

farm Youth Or:nization of voluntary rnmbershtp, centered
around an educational prograa in high 'chools and junior
colleges teaching vocational agriculture. The Secondary
Public Schools System sponsors the Organization, with the
agricultural teachers as local advisers, Regional Supervisors of the Bureau of Agricultural 1ducation as Regional
Advisers, and the Chief of the 3ureau of Agricultural ducation as State Adviser.
One of the purposes of the California Young Farmers
Ascociation is to increase the members knowledge in
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agriculture through systematic education. This includes
of topics for discussion, possible speakers, movies
and field trips in an annual chapter program of wort. The
topics may include Income Tax fos, heLith insurance, life

insurence, fire insurnce, water rights, drainage distrote,
outlook for various commodities, and others. Whenever the
need exists, the chapter sponsors a "short course" on some

farming enterprise and invites all interested people in the
e Organization considers giving each
community to attend.
member an assigned demonstration or an assigned discussion

to lead during the year; assign crtatn members to conduct
field experiments and test plots for the combined benefit
of all members; present an eduoational-dernonstra.tiOn program
before an adult far organization meeting. Local legisw

lators are invited to disouss agricultural legislation
matters at Chapter meetings. Legislative committees may be
appoinEeã. wl.th duties of seeking out nfozation on reoet
legislative proposals aM report at each Chapter meeting.
A close contact is maIntained with all government egriculturs..1 agencies available so as to acquaint members with their
services. (Lv, p.7-10)
A Young Faxer program can help the teacher of
vocational agrioulture. The viceprestdent of Utah's Toung
Faxwiers Asoctation recently said, "To begin with, we are
helping the agriculture teacher, conduct a stronger and more
effective Future Farmer program. Zn Utah we help the
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ra and field dsys and
Future Farinr chapter set up for
we act as judg for many F.F.A. activities. e rise ofer
prizes for F.F.A. contests, and work out co-operative ?.7.A.
Y,?. pzgrarns for buying and selling feed, supplies and
equipment." (29, p.211,213)

A teacher of vocational agriculture in Caltforn
;ated, "any of the F.F.A. activities that we carry out
would be much lens effective if t we"e''t for our Young
Farmers. Another thing that shou1dnt be overlooked is the
assistance Young Farmers give to our supervid farming
programs.

in my school the Young Farmers offer a 5O.00

cash prize annually to the freshman student of vocational
agriculture who develops the most outstanding farming progJu.
The Young Farmers themselvos determine the winner by jdgtng
the progress made by each member of the freshman class.
This one thtng alone has made my time-investment in a You
Farmer chapter rth-wh1le."
Young Farmerr are excellent public relations agents.

The teacher of vocational agriculture can usually depend
upon them whenever he nods some local support. From the
members thrmse les there is apring.ng a need for a Young
Farmer program on a national level.
Adult ?rnter C1asees
'ith the development of part-time and evening-school
instrction there came a need for determing whether the
instruction offered was based on the problems confronted in
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the farming operations of the recipients. Adult groups
were given special consideration as to the development of
supervised or directed practice. In 1930 the Fedpral Board
for Vocational Education issued as an assistance to this
development the bulletin "3upervised or Directed Practice
in Adult Evening Schools," A series of monographs followed

presenting suggestions on the type of unit courses appropriate for adult farmers. A number of studies were promoted
for discovering the specific needs of out.of-school young
men and, adult farmers, and previously published bulletins
on organizing instructiçn were brought up to date to meet
the changing conditions. "Toward the close of the period
1920-30, vocational agricultural loaders and teachers were
beginning to place emphasis on the responsibility resting
upon vocational agriculture students to become established
in farming. (39, p.513-51k)
Teachers and State leaders began to clearly understand the long-time tar ing program, by the first part of
the 193010 period. They realized that training for fareing
will function best when conducted on a long-time, yearround continuing basis, accompanied y a wide variety of
comprehensive educational activities.
Need and Growth:

Farmers are turning to schools in evr inoreaetng
numbers to find solutions to their problems. The adult
program is becoming more important each year.

Competition
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in farming is becomIng greater and. scientific infer atiO
Is needed much more today than it was formerly.

As far as the need for adult education in agriculture
is oonoerned, very little assistance was given before World
War tI. Beginning in 1940, special funds were made avai1
able through the Food Prgductio War Training program for
an expanded program in adult edtLcation. uFrom the beginning
of this program in December, 1940 to the close of' the
program in 1914.5 there were a total of' approximately 200,000
courses conducted in approximately 15,000 rural communities
with 14.,500,C00 persons enrolled, which is in addttiofl to

the 936,oig persons enrolled in adult classes for the sam
period reimbursed from Smith.Hughes and Goorge-.Dean funds.

The ruber of courses offered and the number of persona
enrolled in these programs in indicative of the need for
adult education. This is definite proof that famers will
enroll in adult courses in agriculture if' given what they
want, the way they want It, and where they want it taught.5
(S, p.6511.)

Objectives;

The primary objective for adult farmer classes Is
to develop through syetematto instruction the ability of
farmers to intelligently solve their problems and perform
the manipulative jobs needed on the farm. ThIs should mean
improved farming abilities and Improved farm living,
resulting in increased proficiency of' the farmer end

1

Adult farmer classes provide
up-to-date information In approved practices pertaining to
farming vhIoh will result in a number of efficiency measures
of production when adopted. The classes should else
develop and improve abilities in farm mangernent, farm
mechanics, co-operative activities of the members, food production and conservation, improvement projects, and the
iinproved farm family living.

abilities which will result in making the farm a better
place on which to live.
With rapid progress In the mechanization of farms
there is a need for training In preventive maintenance and
repair of machinery and equipment md the construction of
labor-saving devices. It is & question of greeter economical production. There is a great demand for training in
the various phases of farm mechanics.
One of the mcst popular courses in adult education
In agriculture conducted during the late War Training program was food production, conservation and prooesing for,
arm famIlies. Many communities established school
iunity canneriee. The first school-community canneries
establIshed In the States of Georgia and outb CaroIn 1926 and l92, respectively, These canneries have
met a definite need in the communities, and have been

accepted by many state and local officials as a definite
part of the high school's educational program.
Farmers will always need organized instruction on

l3lt

efficiency measures of production and aptroved practices.
If the future needs of the communities are to be meta
large number of commodity courses should be promoted.

Such

courses as field crops, soil conservation, fruits, vegetables, feeds and fding, dairy, poultry, cattle, swine,
and farm management, will continue to be important.
In the appraisal of the Food Production War Training
Program the enrollees averaged 37.4. hours in farm machinery,
23.5 hours in food preservation courses, and 15.9 hours
for those in commodity courses.
Selecting and bevelopthg Programs:
In Monograph Number 9 of the tI. 8. Office of Eduoa-.
tion, entitled Supervised or Directed Practice in Evening

Agricultural Schools," it is indicated ths.t teachers shoul:
Build the course of study on the needs of the group.
Choose appropriate teaching procedures, namely,
instructing, informing, conference d1aoiiss1ons, or

a combination of these, as conditions require.
Continue the teaching to the doing level.
Give individuals encouragement and acsistanoe in
carrying out managerial decisions or using instruction obtained in connection with their supervised
practice.
Emphasize the economic value of the improved practice
Use exriinental-atation data to supplement experiences of the farmer.
Use records of all-day, part-time, and evening
students as teaching material.
.
Visit members of the class on their farms.
Become familiar with the situations on the farms of
each member of the group by personal observation.
Keep in touoh frequently with members of the group.
11, Consider each member of the group as an individual
with special needs.
12. Have a rlan for keeping records of suprrvised practice.
13
See that records kept by the farmers contain usable
information.

3

Analyse with the group the results of supervised.
practice.
15. Assume responsibility for follow-.up of the supervised
prsctioe.'Suggested steps in conference leading, along with
preparation, situations and problems that must be met and
handled by the conference leader, are listed in the appendix.
114.,

DEVELOPING A PROGRAM OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
IN A COMMUNITY

The agricultural instructor' a activities are
increasing in scope as time moves on. In a one-teacher
department this situation sometimes develops to the place

where the instructor feels that he has neither the time nor
the patience to rk out what he believes to be a wel1
balnoed. community program in agricultural educatIon for

The result is that he tends to select
certain seents or portions of the woit which he belieyes
will receive moat local, state and national recognition.
"He has a tendency to capitalize on those activities that

his community.

are more popular, even the aotivities that border on the
spectacular and bizarre. Because of recognition given b7
1oa1 communities, chambers of commerce and othr agencies

to the spectacular, the instructor is under pressure to do
things which he believes are expedIent even though, in his
judgement, they are not sound and do not mke fo Z' the
U. 5. Office of Education - "Supervised or Directed
Practice in evening Agriculture Schools" - Monograph No.9
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development of a long-time, wellbalanced program in voca
tional agriculture for the community. On the one hand, we
are strong for setting up criteria for evaluating programs

in agricultural education with reference to educational
abilities &nd objectives that are considered aignifloant in
vocational agriculture. And yet if we were to evaluate all
the time-consuming aottvittes that are being perl'ormed. by
agricultural instructors and students, we believe that many
would have to be eliminated and others would have to be
given a new direction. Agricultural teaching must be more
than the performance of a lot of activities and jobs. There
must be selection and integration wi th reference to the
alma and objectives which we believe are desirable to attain.
If we continue to develop our program mainly through

addition of new activities and without elimination 'nd reevaluation of these activities, then two r more teachers
-

will be needed in afl of our developments. However, if we
are to continue to have many one-teacher departments, then
the approach to vcational agricultural eduoation for the
community must begin with a survey and analysts of its

needs and with a selection of thoae activities that are considered relatively most important. 0f course a community
program in which the people themselves have more of a part
in detetnining needs and objectives and in sharing responelbility for carrying them out would give us a sounder baste
job. It
for evaluating the agricultural

would alao make it possible to ue a great deal more or
lay leadership and unused human resources in the cornwuntty
in carrying out the program. It would give the people of
the community a better okground and prospective for

judging 8nd evaluating the program in vocational agriculture.
Too often now the teacher is the program nd when he leaves
or changes jobs a lay leadership or clientele has not been
developed to carry on the program. This i due to the
fact that a teacher program and not a ooauuntty pr9gram in
agricultural education has been developed. (la, p.l2)
Too frequently the program in vocational agrtoulture
appears to be the teacher's program and not a community
program. It is important to make an inventory of local
resources and assets, both human and physical, and discover
the community needs.

Iaymen and farmers should co-operate

in analyzing their own needs and setting up objectives.
Community program ma!ing when properly developed should help

br&ngmore order and balance to many agricultural depart.
ments.

In planning and developing a program of agricultura)
education in a community the agriculture teacher should
develop the ability toz
Discover the Community Needs.

V.

Choose Objectives to Meet the Needs of the Communit
Make Plans for Achieving Objectives.
Evaluate the Community Program.
Improve and Ret-plan Program as a Follow-up of
Evaluation.

Each of these abilities may be further developed

indicated in the following outline:
Discover the Community Needs:
A,

Select and use available sources

inforinatio

Records of department
Records of Extension Service
Soil Surveys
Census data
Soil Conservation Service
Other agencies
Uae Co-operating Agencies and individuals
1,

B.

1,

Advisory Committee
Farmers

Veterinarians
Feed dealers
,,

Bankers

7.

Others

b.
C.

D.

E.

Faier Organizations

Make Surveys to Collect Information Relating to
Conditions and Needs
General farm surveys

Enterprise surveys
Dtscover kinds and extent of opportunities in
farming, individuals and farms
Discover what needs to be done to improve the
l.vtng conditions of farm people

Buildings
Sanitation
Live-at-home needs
Choose Objectives to Meet the Needs of the Community:

These objectives rUl hrve to do with developing the
abilities of present and prospective farmers to:
A.

Become established, placed or employed in farming

or related occupations.
Example: Assist in developing parent and eon
agreement a.

Produce farm commodities more efficiently

9
e:

Develop feed and pasture programs;
improve livestock sanitation; increase
butterfat production

Manage and operate a farm business more
effectively
:xample:

D.

Market farm commodities more efficient
Example:

.

Increase efficiency in use of farm
machinery

Organize a co-operattve

Conserve soil and other natural reourcee
Example:

Use of terraces; contour farming

Maintain a favorable environment
:xample:

Develop a program of home beautift.

cation; put in water systems

Make Plans for Achieving Objectives
A.

Determine how to use the following agencies most
efficiently
Advisory Committee
All-day instruction

af
b.
o.

9.
13.

IV.

C1a
instruotion
Supervised farming
F.F.A. program

Young farmer and veterans
Adult classes
Adult organizations
Summer program
Publicity
Community service
Outstanding farmers

[Tee an appropriate form in setting up an tmmed..
late and long-time community program (include
objectives, goals, ways and means and a calendar
schedule).

Evaluate the Community Program
A.

Determine the evaluative criteria to be used.

1O
Select procedure to be used in making evaluations:
persona co-operating, DOU1) conference, field

studies, etc.

Make evaluations of progress of current year's
program

Determine progress made

Make periodic evaluations of progres
Improve and Replan Program as a Follow-up of Eval
tion
Discover and suggest possible improvements and
A,
adjustments in program
E.

V.

It would seem desirable for agriculture tnstxctors
develop a lay leadership that will have the vision and
know-how to plan and, to develop community programs.

In

the past the people themselves, through properly selected
or appotntet representatives of all classes and interests,
did not participate in developing a program in vocational
agricultural education for the community. r'ofessor Gtbaon

8tate College was suxrised to find in his l97
t little has
cross section tour of the United States

of Orego

been accomplished (taking the country as whole) in using
advisory councile j.n community program planning of vocational agriculture. "Zn one state where advisory councils
have always been a requirement, it was reported that a
recent survey study revealed that not more than ft teen per
cent of the advisory councils were in any degree effective

and that only a small percentage of these had really functioned.. However, I did find everywhere a renewed interest

in community program planning and evaluation, with the use

of advisory councils, out of all propor.on to results
achieved to date, Frequently, it uld seem that the cart
was placed before the horse - that is, advisory councils
were appointed and. then a question was raised as to their
purpose., For this reason, many of them never started to
function." (19, p.1)
The advisory council Is not new in agricultural
education. in Massachusetts the use of advisory councils
receded the passage of the '5mith-Hughes Aot.H Since
1911-1912 every Massachusetts department of vocational agriculture has been required by law to have an advisory
council. However, in spite of early successful use of

advisory groups in certain areas, they have not been widely
used. In professional publtoations or meetings there has
been very little discussion of them. raintng in their
use has not been given to new teachers. Only recently
have detailed procedures bem worked out for working with
advisory groups. (23, p.12)
A council i a method for helping a public school
to serve the public. By giving a council a real share in
detezntning policIes, the agricultural department of &
school will be used to serve more people more fairly, and
will provide more appropriate educational services. Th
teacher can obtain an estimate of the community agrl.oultura
situation from the council. A council can share with

2

professional people in arriving at an evaluation of the
work of a department fairer than et ther laymen or profee
sional workers could reach by woxting separately. Such a
council can secure the co-ordination or the Rohool with the

activities of other useful agencies, and aid n getting
co-operation among the groups sponsoring them. Probably

no method of aiding teachers in servioe is superior to
advisory council.
A council is advisory not only to the teacher,
o to tie school administrator and to the board
education.

Council members have usually been more willing

to promote adult education than taoher, ,admintstrators,
and boards of education have been. (23, p.36) Aany benefits
can be obtained in the high school program in vooati9nal
agriculture through the use of an advisory committee.
XL

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The history and development of agricultural education
in the United States presents several important implications
for a program of agricultural education in Canada. In
view of what has been developed in the United States with
excellent results, the following recommendations are pre
sented.
1.

Vocational education in agriculture should be recognized
and developed as a definite part of the Canadian program
of public education. The aims and objectives of this

phase of education must be in harmony with, and support
the general objectives nd philosophy of the whole
public school education.
xoept for a few separate schools, vocational agrtcultuz'
shoul be presented in composite secondary schools at
can
These schools would have general education ae
the chief aim, with optional courses in academic,
commerelal, agricultural, industrial, and home economic
subjeot8. This can be done only by establishing lrger

secondary schools at central poInts in rural areas,
Transportation would have to be provided for the
student's daily journey to and from school. In
instances, properly orgenized dormitory facilities may

be erected, but this is not favored.
The Department of Education for each province should.
have charge of its own agricultural education program.
Each province uld be qtimulated, encouraged, and given

a new interest in a national program of agricultural
education in Canada, if generously subsidized by the
federal government.
4..

Agricultural education in the seeonary schools of
Canada should be vocational in type.
phaai must be
placed on practical farm experIence as an essential
part of training for farming. Carefully selected and.
planned programs of supervied farming programs should
provide a rich source of experiences for persona

seeking to become proficient in fanning. Long-time
auervised fanning programs should be organized or each
stident. Incorporated in the objectives, should. be the
approved. practices to be stressed, and efficiency
factors to be achieved. These should be determtned as

a 'esult of surveys, home visits, and student oonfer

enes. The teacher must develop understandings with
pe'sone concerned with the student1s program, assist
papents and students in selecting suitable projects
and activities, plan procedures to follow, aTprove
practices to adopt, and carefully supervise the program
The student'8 home farm, and his class fanning enter
prses should be the foundation for hXe education in

agtoulture. Through assoctating his home farm prob..
lens with his day school work, the student's interee
ts aroused, and, he is motivated to think effectively,
Supervised fanning programs, related information and

aoivit1es, should be used, as a basis for instruction.
Subject matter should be organized to permit a gradatibn and dIstribution of course materials In keeping
with successive levels of understanding as each student
gains maturity and experience.
Intruot1on in farm mechanics should be an important
part of the program in supervised farming. Many student
ab.lIt&eg can be developed which are essential for

l.5
success in faiting and tax-famtly living. The progr
of farm meohanic must be correlated with the other
activities in the department, and with each boy'e
supervised farming program. The detaila of instruction
should vary wttIi the needs, interests, and abiliti
of the students.
auidenoe will always be needed.

The individual should

understand his capacIties, limitations, nd cbilittes,
and his reltionahips to indivIduals, iome, and society.
He needs to be aided in acquiring desirable personal
qualities and characteristics. Personal-group relationshipe should be promoted, with emphacis upon home

and family life as fundamental to the individual's
growth and to thepublic welfare. Agricultural education
offers a wonderful opportunity for in.tviduai guidance
and the development of good. character.

Speolal attention and assIstance ahould be gtyen to
out-of-school young farmers and adult farmers. The
young farmer has important problems of life to solve,
and the adult farmr will always need organized instruction on efficiency measures of production and approved.
practices. Instruction for these two groups, especially
for the out-of-school young farmer, may well superede
the orgnizat ion of all-day classes In a community.
An organization for agricultural students should be
established on a national scale, with each province

part icipating as a unit. A p rimry aim would he the
development of griculturel le: clerehip, co-oero.tion,
and oitizenshii. Each choo1 in the Dominion with a
department of vocattonl riou.lture would have its
om chapter. Each chapter hu1d cevelop comrprehenive
programs throughout the year to stimulate tuont

interest, provide many oportunities for worth-ile
effective trainin program
eerienoec, help develop
in vocational agriulturo, ;-nd evelop comnmnitr tnteret
nd undertandinga.
Conventions, and various types of contests nould be
held each year by the national nd rovincial organizations. Care must be taken that nr chapter p3rticipates in too many contests, with the result of wçkening

the schools instructional prorem in agriculture.

If possible, it would be best to unite other

.rtculture
organ&zation and cluh for youth, along with t11e
organization. Wailing thic. effort, strong co-operation
o that
should be given by all organizatiin concern
oniw,
no overlpptng of work, or rivalry causin a
may result,
A similar organization for out-of-school young farners

would be 9f great service to its members, as 'ril as
to Ccnada.
9.

The approach to the development of a long-time, well

11.7

balanced program in vocational agriculture for the
community, must begin w&th survey and analysis of
its needs, and with a election of those activitiee
that are considered relatively most important, A
community program in which the people themselves have

a part in detern1n1ng needs and objectives, and in
sharing responsibility for esrrying them out, would
give a sound basIs for evaluating the agricultural
instructor's job. Teachers of agriculture, as well
as school adminierators, should be taught how to use
advisory councils,
10. The train.ng of agriculture teachers requires spec:
attention. In Cnada, there is a great need Thx'

projerly trained teohers of agriculture.

Such

teachers should obtnin well-rounded courses of training
in agriculture .nd eucation, and have bad practical
erenc on a farm. Departments of agricultural
education should be estabitehed in teacher-training
&nstitutions, in conjunction with colleges of agx'iculture. Opportunities for professional improvement
should be offered. throu conferences, in-service
training, field trips, re ding, workshops, and graduate
cursoa offered during the school year, or during
short summer sessions.
1]..

Research should be made in the field of agricultural
education for constructive recommend.s..ttons of a

lI;

The soition to many
problems nhould be bascd on correct n.4 cleerly
worthwhile program in Canada.

defined objectives supported bi dnta1l data,
scientifically collected, analysed, nd interpreted.
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SE.LCTI?fl, PLAi:NIc, ARD D3.SLOPING
SPR1ISD fAi&JNG ?ROGRMIS

Indicate year(s) taught or
suggested time allotted.
Ag 1 j Ag II Ag III Ag IV
Acquainting boys with nature, scope and objectives
of supervised far!ning programs.
ha.kirig homa farm surveys and farm maps.

Considering possibilities and adaptability of different kinds of live stock and crop production projects.
Selecting production enterprises - animal enterprises,
crop enterprises.
Selecting and planning improvement projects.

Selecting and planning supplementary farm practices.
Selecting and planning group or ?A cooperative farming

t.
9.

projects and activities.

akirg and using btxlgets.

1iakthg financial busimess plans and agreements.

?orinulating project enterprise and supervised farming
objectives.
11. Laicing stuay and work calendars.
10.

12.
13.

qlaining and keeping project records; project

record book.

Analyzing, smrarizing and using project records.
3easonal, periodic and monthly records.

Year end records.
Determine and list important jobs involved in conductin& project.
15.
akiz and writing project job and fans practice
plans.
16. Using class notebooks or project record books for
writing project plans. Show relation of these two
kinds of books.
17. haking and writIng up tentative long time supervised
14.

farming programs.

1R.

Revising and making plans for continuation projects.

Developing a list of approved practices for jobs or
objectives in each kind of production project.
Jodping and evaluating projects of class members.
Planning and conducting project tours. setter
farming contests.
TOTAL
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A LONG-TIME JOB OUTLINE

Enterprise or Major Unit
Jobs or (Problems and Objecttvee)

Ind.toate the year(s)

job is to be taught by
a dash C-) or estiniated number of houz'e

to each
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YEARLY AND LONG TIME COURSE
AND CLASS INSTRUCTION OUTLINES

List of Major Units and Farm and. Project

Entezrises to be taught.
I. setting boys acquainted with and started in
vocational agriculture and FFA program.

II. Selecting, planning, and developing supervised farming programs.

Acquainting boys with nature, scope
and objectives of supervised farming
programs.
Etc.

III. Class FFA Instruction and activities.
(ExamPles)

Developing a program of iork.
Planning FFA Banquet.
Etc.
IV.

Teaching production enterprise. (Both crop
and animal; farm arid project).
Dairy

Alfalfa
Etc.

V.

Farm Shop and Agricultural Engineering

Fitting and sharpening tools.

Rural electrification.
.

VI.

Farm power and machinery.
Etc.

Farm Management Problems

Developing the feed crop orogram,

selecting- feed crop enterprises, kind
and size.

Selecting cashcrop enterpries.

Making farm layout.
Etc.
VII.

Other Major Units
Finance, Credit
Soils
Feeds and feeding
I. Etc.
TOTAL

Weeks Allotted
Ag I Ag II Ag III Ag IV

HORIZONTAL AND MONTHLY LAYOUT OF TEACHING JOBS FOR A YFAR' S WOBX IN

'

slaowing the jobs to be taught in each rnterprise or major unit and the month in which
each job is to be taught.
Summer

June

July
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AGRICULPTJR1

Sept.

Selecting projeote--3 days.
Learning how to keep recorde--3 daya.
Learning FFA organization and puroseB.
Etc.

Oct.
Nov.

Dec.

Feb.
March

April
Ma'

June

August

COJRSE CALENDAR

.

SUGGESTIVE TYPES OF

TEACHING AIDS

AND ACTIVITIES TO TAKE UP UNDER JOBS IN
MAJOR UNITS OF CLASS INSTRUCTION

UNIT 1 -- Selecting, planning, and developing supervised
ming programs.

JOB 1.

a.

C.

JOB

2.

c.

JOB

a.

.

AcquaintIng boys with nature, seope, and objectives
of supervised farming programs.
Have advanced or former FFA boys present on blackboard or chart his complete farming program by
years end accomolishinents.
Point out end explain from these examples the
different phases or kinds of farm practice n the
FFA boys farming program -.. production and improve..
rnent projects, supplementary practices, etc.
Visit home farms of boys having different kinds of
supervised farming programs. Point out and discuss
what has been made of home farm opportunities and.
conditions.
Present project progrems of boys who entered the
"better farming contests."
Point out and discuss cases showing how project
progre'is helped. boys to get slarted in farming. Also
other values, the need for relating project studies
and problems to class instruction.
Making liome farm surveys and maps (a means of

studying the home farm and project selection).
Prepare farm survey blanks or use duplicate copies
of those in project record books.
Take boys to a farm and with farmer make a survey
of his farm.
Have boys w3th their dads make survey of home farms;
study and check these and have them copied in
record book.
Have boys put map in record book, following discussion of uce and methods of making maps.
Make class farm survey summaries, and supply a
copy to each boy. Study and bring out different
types or kinds of farming and possible reasons.
Constder3.ng possibilities and adaptability of different kinds of livestock and crop production
projects.
Discuss possible advantages end disadvantage of
different crop and livestock enterprises for (1)
community and (2) different local home farms.

161

Have a few boys, using blackboard or other means of

JOB$ 14,

a.

present farm survey, tell what project enterprises
they might select and why. (Note - boys, instructor
and parents will disougs this matter individually
and o-operative1y in making final selection).
Selecting (1) production projects, (2)
5, 6.
pr'ovemont rojects, (3) sutlemontary farm
practices.
Have boys present proposed yearly and long-time
suprvised farming programs to class Use blaokboard or chart to present farm survey and map, and
proposed project program. Have them give reasons.
Have class discuss advantages and disadvantages of
proposed project selection plans. (Guard against
personal embarrassment).
Use any budget studies that can be made or h4ve

been made to bring out cash costs, possible returns
or profits; favorable or unfavorable factors.
Have members of FFA supervised farm practice
conruittee discua questions as to size and quality
of projects, requirements for degrees. Keyston
chapter, or possible ways of FFA financing.
As and vthen supervised farming programs are selected
make chart showing kind and scope of projects
selected by each boy.
Boys record yearly artd long-time selection of
thg plans in their project record books. Use
appropriate forms.

d.

0.

JOB

Cs

d.

5

Keeping milk production records.
Discuss need and value of individual cow production
records.
Use dairy herd. improvement records to show relation
of yield or production to costs and income.
Have boys prepare or study sample milk production
sheet for use in home herd.
rzcourage or urge boys to weigh nd record daily production of each cow in home herd (once a month) and
to test milk of each cow monthly.
xplain nature of rk of dairy herd improyement
associations.
Explain the owner-sampler method in Oregon.
Discuss feasibility of FFA cow testing, cooperative
cow testing and relation to other dairy Improvement
agencies.
Check and d.scus record, problems and results (1)
monthly and (2) summarize and analyze results at
end of year.
At parent, owner, banquet, grange meetings have 'FA
committee in charge report results of cow testing
and, dairy herd improvement.
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UNIT 5 -- PTA organization problems and activ3ttes.
JOB 11.
C.

e.

g.

rk.
Developing the local program of
Review last years program.
Determine 2chievemente and accomplishments.
Discuss different phases, needs tnd objectives in
the local yearly and long-time program of work, for'
the community, and determine from this study, how
the local FFA chapter may assist objeottyss of
the local oonmunity program.
Study
Review FFA state program for suggestions.
state calendar.
Discuss arid utilize problems and activities as they
come up in the course of study and ol.ass discussion
for suggestions, c'bjectives an' activities to
include in tho local chapter program.
Have members from each class represented on the
different local PTA chapter committees.
Determine change and improvements that should be
made in last years trogram.
See that local FFA program is plann'd and developed
in relation to all phases of the course of study,
class instruction and the instructor's and community
program.
Don't make it a quick, separate and superficial job.
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POULTrC PRODUCTION

(sample job and suggested activitIes)
JOB 10. Culling the laying flock. Suggested activities:
Isplsy a chart which show fluctuations in egg
prices from month to month.
Lead a discussion on the importance of securing a
high rate of eggproduotIon, Show how a few 10
producing hens will decrease the egg-laying percentage of the flock.
Have boys secure 1nfoznation on current production
in their home flocks arid compute the daily egglaying percentage. BIacurs what might be done to
improve egg production, Disois need for learning
how to cull.
With the assistance of the class, list some problems
and cuestions for further study, such as:
What Is culling?
What is a good layer like?
What is a poor layer like?
Provide references and time f or supervised study.
Utilize those materials In the discussion on the
following day.
Arrange to borrow four hens for class use. Provide
hens which represent a range of characteristics
used in culling, with at least one hen definitely
good and one a cull. Show boys bow to hold hens for
Inspection. Choose around the class (formed In a
circle).. Have them deolde which one they would
keep and which they would cull, and be prepared to
tell
From this discussion derive a list of
char tiristics which they should consider In
culling. Have them apply this list to the remaining
hens.
Develop a further assignment based on questions
arising from the preceding discussion and laboratory
activities, such as:
In what order is pigment lost?
How can we tell how long a hen has been

molting?

Bring several more hen. into the laboratory, with
varying gradations in egg-laying ability. ifave each
boy inspect those hens and tell which ones to keep
and which to cull. Ohook the boys on their reaaone.
Help them interpret such characteristics as mol't,
pigmentation changes, body changes, head changes,
and general vigor and health.
nphasIze the iinportance of using all characteristics for evaluating
each hen.

16k

Help boys discover problems needing further study,
and provide references nd time as needed for this
stu&y.

Plan and carry out a field trip to cull a small

flock of hens. Make necessary arrangements before..
hand so hens will be shut up and equipment available
for catching them. Start out by providing each
boy with a hen, with instructor chocking deotsion of
boy on whether to keep or to cull. Continue until

culling is finished.
If possible, have the olas cull a fairly large
flock, with increasing responsibility placed on the
boys for making decisions. Provide special assistance as seems n000sBary.

noourage each boy to cull the home flock and have

11-.

them report as tht is done. (If it seems desirable,
instructor should contact the parents to secure their
co-operation. In some oases, the instructor should
plan a home-farm visit when the culling is in
progress, and give athiltional Instruction ag needed).
Prior to culling the home flock, encourage the boy
and his father or mother to keep a simple egg
record which shows the total eggs produced daily.
By using the number of hens in the flock for a given
day, the daily egg-laying percentage is easily
comouted. By rtmeanscf this Information, progress
in the flock is shown, and changes due to culling
and other practices.
Later in the year, have the studentE consider the
Importance or additional culling. tJtIlIze records
of production, from time to time, to determine 'when
this might be desirable.
The following fall give further training in culling,
a needed for culling pullets before laying and

after the laying a&son etrts.

5

The following is a guide which may be used in

locating Jobs, Problems, Dttftcuitee, Situations needing
attention and requiring On-the-.Job and On-the-Farm

Instruction.

I

Farm Management

Preliminary farm survey (looking over farm with
trainee).
The annual farm plan (prepared each year):
Includes farm inventory
Includes financial statement
Includes budget of income and expenses
Includes cropping program:
Selection and adaptability with respect to
farm and soil tyDe
Methods of dipoeal: (1) Marketing facilities 2) Livestock feed. requirements
0. Estimate of yields and production
ci.
Availability of machinery, equipment,
labor
Includes livestook program:
a. Selection and adaptability of livestock

enterprises with respect to:
Availability of fed troduced on the
farm
Marketing facilities for:
Livestock
Livestock products

Ia used as one basis to determine probable
degree of success
Aids in determining jobs, problmg, etc. requiring special or intensive on-farm instruction
Prepare a list of enterprise jobs and. practices to
work out in carrying out a good farm program
The long time farm plan includes (j jobs --

p - practices)
1. Soil management:
Improving fertility. (j and p)

Controlling erosion. (j and p)
Relamation (clearing or leveling).
ci.
Irrigation and drainage. (3 and p)
e. Improving structure. (j and p)
Crop management:
a. Crop improvement plans (j and p)

Seed selection and certification
Crop rotation plans (j and p)
For soil improvement
For disease and insect control
For success of lIvestock enterprises
Weed control methods
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a,

(1) Facilities (2) For feed
(3) For market (j and p)
Marketing: (1) For cash (2) By contract
(3) Through livestock (j and p)
Efficient use of machinery, equipment and
labor
Storage:

Livestock management:

a.

o.

Improving quality through:
Use of purebred sires
Selection and buying
Culling and marketing
Increasing volume or quantity of (1) Meat
production (2) Egg production (3) Dairy
production (it.) Wool production (j and p)

Animal nutrition; (1) Winter feeding (2

Summer feeding and pasture management (J and.

p)

Sanitation and disease control (j and p)
Efficient use of equipment and labor
t. Marketing; (1) Breeding stock (2) Feeder
stock (3) Fat stock (itS) Livestock products
(j and p)
chi.nery and equipment mangement:
Selecting and rurchasing: (1) Investment pez
acre? (2) New? (3) Used? (j and p)
b. Storage (j and p)
c.
Maintenance and operation (j and p)
d. Repair and construction (j and p)
Major improvements ( j and p)
&,
The farm home: (1) Maintenance (what?) (2)
Repair (what and when?) (3) Construction
(what, when, where?)

o.

Farm buildings: (1) Maintenance (what?) (2)
Repair (what and when?) (3) Construction
(what, when, where?)
Fences: (1) Maintenance, (2) Repair, (3)

Construction
Other improvements (i.e., roads, bridges,
head boxes and drops)
Improving the farm layout:
d.

Prepr' map as of present date
Prepare map of farm as it should be laid.
out as an objective

a. Use Soil Conservation Service map when available
Calendaring major jobs by the year (e.g., 191t.9

seed new pasture on east 20 acres; 1953 - olow
and seed some field to corn; 1950 - lay new tile
drainage system)
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Farm us1ness Managnent:
A. Farm records and enalysis

of farm business:
Use an approved record book' (a) Accrual or
inventory basis (b) Cash basis
2.
eop daily records of: (a) Income and expenses
() Breeding (o) Production (d) Hired labor
Keep annual record of
a, Inventory increase and decrease
B. Financial statement
a. Depreoiatidn
d. Interest on investment
umniartze at close of each year
P'arm financing: 1. Credit sources 2. Credit probe.
leme (a) Regarding existing loans (b) Regarding
proposed loans
(1) For operating expenses (2) For major improvements (3) Money values and savings
Buying reeds, seed, and supplies
Legal aspects of farm business
1,

14.

B.

C.
D.

Home Management and Personal Improvemen
A.

Adequate live-at-home program
1. Food conservation
Producing on the farm

Preserving and storing
Methods

2

Facilities

Fuel Conservation:
(b) Economic use

(a) Producing on the farm

Farm home conveniences:
1.

D.
E.

F.
IV

'iater supply: (a) Pdequate (b) sanitary (a)

Convenient
Light nd power' (a) Adequate (b) Safe (a)
Convenient

Adequate heating system
Health and sanitation
Adequate housing for family
FAFM SAF1'Y (jobs and problems): (I) Fire hazards
(2) Accident hazards (3) Security of dangerous
animals
Budgeting family and household ooerating expenses

Frmstead layout and beautification
Education, training and experience
Farmer's age and interests
Wife's and/or family's interests

Critical Pertoc1 and nergenoies:
A. Those that can be foreseen'
(1) Labor requirements
(2) Harvesting
B
Those th-t cannot be foreseen: (1) Power out off
(2) Storm damage

(3) Illness

Co-ordthatirig Off-Farm with On-Farm Instruction
Know the farmer and his problein
Know the farm and its problems

Prompt follow-up of class instruction applicable
to on-farm instruction
Teach timely courses in class as jobs occur on the
farm
Keep up with current developments affecting
agriculture
Close observation and follow through instruotionU
on improved and spproved jobs and practices
a. Organize Young Farmer group into a co-operative
assocjatjon for business and social purpoaes
(1) To develop business mnagement (2) To develop
ability and leadership
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How to locate Jobs, 1robleme, Ditfioulttes, Situations
n'eding attention and reoutring 0n-the-Job and On-the-ram
Instruction.

k.

Use the guide
Landlord, employer-trainer, parents
Veterinarians
Crop Improvement Association secretaries
Dairy Hord Improvement Assootatton secretaries
Farmer Co-operative Association managers

Community leaders and eertenced faers
xtension Servl,ce: (a) County Agents (b) Extension
Specialists Ce) County planning programs
9. Experiment Station superintendents
10, Soil Conservation Service techniolane
U. A.A.A. personnel
Forest Service
Farm credit agencies: (a) Looal banks (b) Production
Credit Ascociation (c) National Farm Loan Association
(d) Farmers Home Administration
.

iLl.

Looal Advisory Committee

15.

Analyzing and summarizing enterprise jobs, practices
and problems at end of each year and determine future
program of work
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XHECK SHEET

Suggested form to be used to list jobs, praottcee, prob-

lems, difficulties, situations, etc , needing attention and
requiring on-the-job and on-.the-farm instruction.

!$st jobs, practices,
roblewa, etc.

Work time Date work

allotted

started

Date wot

completed

Map of farm
Analyzing and aunimari

year's records

Pruning orchard
Leveling south forty

culling laying hens

X0r

sheet to be used for each trainee and kept in a field

folder with instructor's coiunents, obc3ervetions, and
notes.

Work Job Calendar for the Year

for Farm of

Each job should be listed in advance of the time it
Jan..

NOTE:

Feb.

Mar.

June

be started.
Au. Sett. Oct.

Nov.

A large sheet of paper would permit use of larger spaces between lines each was.
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CONDUCTING OM-FAM INSTRUCTION

Methods of Individual On-Farm Instruction

Correlate on-farm tnstruotion with of f.$arm instruc-

tion.

Use current publications (bulletins, magazines,
text books) material.
Thoroughly expl.in the farm training program:
Whet is exp'eted of th farncr? Vhet is expected
of the Instructor?
In the event the instructor does not know or I.e not
sure of a recommendation, he should admit it but promptly
mail or phone information as soon as it is available.
Keep a current record of jobs and practices to be
done by each farmer during each year. Follow up on progress
made between visits at time of each visit. Keep a record
of all advice and. recommendations offered in order to
efficiently follow through. This may be done with the aid
of & job check shet and running record of progress made.
Such records mu't be ktpt daily and may be kept in indtvid

usi field folders.

Keep abreast of current farm practice reoommend.ationa
by hcving )roup attend field tours end demonstrations
sronno red by the xtenston Service, Experiment Stations,

Soil Conservation Service, and other agencies and organizations.

Test class at start to bringout que8tions for

discussion to help locate jobs and. problems. Follow up
with Individuel. on-farm instruction.
Gain the trainee's confidence and respect by observe following ADo's and Don't's:'
Do know what instruction you are going to give
before arriving at the farm.
Don't arrive with only the hote in mind that
or nrohlem will arise to nrke your visit
worth-while,
Do discuss urgent rroblern and observe progress.

Don't waste time discussing unimportant items.
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5.

7

Do show interest in the
welfa re
farm. Don't argue.
Do offer suggestions and :dvice. Don't give
orders or act tough.
Do be attentive, courteous, and friendly. Don't

do all the talking.

Do dress appropriately and be neat. Don't be
too well dressed.
Don't keep farmer frori urgent ork. Do permit
him to continue as soon as posrible. Your time
can be -el1 spent by going over he erm alone
to observe jobs accomoilehed or jobs reeuiring
attention.
Do know your facts. Don't guess.
Do spend as much time viith the farmer as is
necessary (do not disrrb,rd itr'ri 7 above)

Don't be in a. big hurry to leve.
Do schedule your visits in advance if icssible.
Don't arrive unxpscted1y. Tre.lnee may either
be elsewhere on business, or too busy to give
sufficient time.
Do encourage farmer trainee, Give him full
credit for follo'ving improved
'
roved
practices. Don't criticize. This -Ui discourage him.

Do refer to our check sheet of jobs, problems,

wc reurea en

areñcome1ed or

Follow-Up:

An effective follow-up proram of instruction must

be used or the foregoing suggestions and recommendations

will prove of little or no value.

Methods of Handling Field Work or Group 'ork as a Phase of
On-Farm nstruotioa:
1. FIeld trip must be organized and planned in
advance.

17k

2.

Instructor should contact the farmer, or
organizations where the field trip is to be
taken and make necessary arrangements.

The Young Farmers must be prepared for the

field trip.
k.

The Young Farmers must kno's ihat to look for and
what is expected of thorn.

o not take a fl.eld trip not relating to

lema and enterprises.
The field trip must be timely.
7.

After a Job has been stuciid in class, followup witha gmup field demonstration, then give
each Young farmer on-farm instruction in doing
the job.
Do not ttke a field. trip if it is not organized,
planned, and has a urose.
Organize a class field trip to oirng Farmer's
farm.

Young Farmers actuelly see each. others
problems and approved practices.

Ample time should be allowed for a field trip
to completely cover the situation.
11, Notebooks should be used on the fIeld trip.
12.
13,

Young Farmers must be encouraged to ask questions

and take an active part.
A follow-up review should be rv.de of the field

trip.

Field trips should be made in small rours.
15. Make a map of farm aho'ing field, size, current
1k,

and last year's crops, soils, etc.
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SUGGESTED STEPS OR PHA;
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LTDING

Stating or defining a ror'osed job or ;rob1em. This
should be in terms of actuil farm iobs or rroblems as
leader might expect farmers to state it.

Analysing the job.
Assembling experience.
Providing supplementary fctu
ts and information
Selectingand evaluating e.pricnce arid factual deta.
Making or coming to decieitnc, conclusions or aptroved

practices.
Making a working plan.
Putting plan into operation.

Follow up work and cheok&nr reeults.
INSTRUCTOR' S PREPARATION

OFiCP LPA DING

The steps in coflference lending as listed above
suggest the nature and scope of the instructor's preparation
for conference leading. In conference le ing the instructor does not prepare an organized outline of subject matter
which he plane to put over with the group. Io'rever,
throughout he is rimer1ly rEcrorlc.ible for etting participatton of the group, keeping in mind the steps of conference leading and also he is responsible for supplytn
information that will supplement the erienee of the
group. Supplementary Information my be provided by conference leader from experimental sources or from outside
specialists and by farmers who are recognized authorities

in particular farming enterizes.

It Is much better to lead. the farmers to discover
and state their own problams rather than to ve these
formulated by the conference leeder or by &.n outsider.
Through home farm visitation and by individuel conference
with farmers, the conference lee. cer should be firly rell
aware of the problems that may be of concrn to the
members of the grout. Getting th farmers to think through
their problems with all import:nt factors considered arid
to make their own evaluation may be morr Imortant than
coming to definite ooiolusions or to the information that
deve1oc through exchange of farmer exrrience or from
supplementary sources.

Before preparing a tentative conference procedure

clan or operating sheet, the conference id r 'ilould have
a tentative analysis worked out for the job nre3iru'
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consideration including an antlysis of the main ointsor
factors 'nd references to ectfio fctul riteri1 that
will be neede for discussing end applyin the fctor. He
should be thoroughly familiar also with the ituat1cn
relating to the job or problem in the 1ocflty nnd on the
faris of the members of the group. !Te shei4d have also
available in 'e1l organized form suppi ientary factual
data uoon which he can draw ae need arises.
The conterence leEtder'C 1en or operatinT eheet
should. consist of notes for hi own ue with reference to
methods he proposes to use in th 1ollo'ving:
1. Assisting the group to define the job.
2, Presenting the local situation ani ceiling
attention to the 1mi:'ortnce of the job.
3. Getting the farmer. rections as to the need
for doing something about the job.
1. Pulling out the 'f2ctor or qustions to be
d
conic3ered nd the 'cteong to be
The conference leE.cr rhuld use his on
previous job n'1ysi: a tic1e.
Assembling facts from t.hc fsrrir exerience.
Presenting fscts fror othr Eurces.
n ev1u't the
As'isting th grout to
facts.
. Assisting members of the row.: to think through
to arrive at
their i1:ldivtdual situati on'1
definite conclusions as to
to do about
the job.
9. Becuring group action where advisable or
necessary.
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SITUATIONS AND PROBL.MS THAT UT B MET
AND HANDLED BY THE CONFERPNCE LEADiR
Experience has shown that there are certain typioci
situations which a conference leeder is likely to meet arid
Borne of the more common of these are
which he must handle.
listed below:

3,
1.

Establishing and holding the interest of the group.
Securing participation by all mrmbers of the conference group.
of the contToldtrig th confidence of the meralcr

ference group.

Interspersing infornation or instruction with
conference procedure.
Noting Idees as they come out of the discuAsion.
of points.
KeepIng pace with the repid.
Starting a discussion when nrceesery.
Checking up on the 1tue.ion s' the vrk reresaes.
Adapting plans to situr.tions er they develop.
Preparation of suDplementery r.teri1.
Foliowig up the results of the conference in

fior

.

9

reference to the chsnged picticec of the tndtvidu1
members.

The oreparation of rerorts or um-arie
conference discussions.

of the

T:EOU :Nri 9PECIFIC
THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE
DIFFICULT SITUATIONS ENCOUNTERED IN CONFERERCE LEADING

Two men do all the talking.

2.
,

.

Group goes dead; no one talks; no.one interested.
Everyone talks at once.

Some mepbers of group go to sleep.
subject.
Group gets off the subject.
One member of group ptrsi-'ts in heving irrelevant
subject8 discussed.
Group wants to shift to enothr job or subject.
Member of group eske confer-nce leader for his
Two members of group heve person.sl row on some

reactions.

U.
12.

Man starts to argue with conference leader.
Conference leader asks a qustion 'rhIch results n
committing the group to a certin opinion or course
of action, thereby precluding furthrr discueion.
Leader uses a prepared check list when he should

have pulled Items from the group.

l7
13.
1II.

l.
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27,
2g,
29,
30.

Leader shows that he has a mistaken idea of
conference procedure; for example, he asks the men
to do outside work.
Group thinks leader is trying to put something
over on them.
Group lacks confidence in leader's ability.
Leader does not know when discussion has gone far
enough.
Leader offends member by abruptly cutting him off
in discussion or by not recognizing his contributton.
A clique that wants to run things is formed within
the group.
Leader does not distinguish between a lull in
discussion for the prupose of thinking and a situa..
tion where subject is all talked out an group is
no longer interpeted.
Leader is too quick to give information.
Leader resorts to instructing process when not
necessary.
Leader asks too many questiQs,
Leader does too much talking.
Leader advances own opinions.
Leader holds to original objective instead of
shifting as developments indicate.
Conflicting evidence is submitted.
Position taken by group is contrary to what leader
knows to be correct.
Leader encourages group to guess when they have no
adequate basis ofknowledge or experience.
Group does not want to defer sotion until sufficient
facts are secured.
Members of group begin to drift away from meetings.

